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Is Paper Money Just Paper Money? Experimentation and 
Local Variation in the Fiat Paper Monies Issued by the 

Colonial Governments of British North America, 1690-1775: 
Part I 

 
Farley Grubb* 

 
 The British North American colonies were the first western economies to rely on 
 legislative-issued fiat paper monies as their principal internal media of exchange. This 
 system arose piecemeal. It was monetary experimentation on a grand scale. In the 
 absence of banks and treasuries that exchanged local fiat monies at fixed rates for specie  
 monies (outside monies) on demand, colonial governments experimented with other ways  
 to anchor their fiat monies to real values in the economy. These mechanisms included 
 tax-redemption, interest-bearing notes, land-backed mortgage loans, sinking funds, and  
 legal tender laws. The structure and performance of these mechanisms are explained. 
 
 [The colonies] cannot keep Gold and Silver among them sufficient for the Purposes of 
 their internal Commerce... Paper Bills called Bills of Credit or Paper Money have 
 therefore in the colonies long been substituted for real Money. Various Ways of issuing 
 these and on different Foundations, have at different Times been thought of and 
 practised.... On the whole no Method has been found to give any Degree of fixed, steady, 
 uniform Value to Bills of Credit in America,...  
        Benjamin Franklin, 13 Feb. 17671 
 

 

The British North American colonies were the first western economies to experiment 

with large scale reliance on legislative-issued fiat paper monies as their principal internal media 

of exchange. These monetary experimentations were neither uniform nor coordinated across the 

colonies. They were instituted piecemeal—at different times with different motivations and 

goals. Their institutional structures and relative performances varied. While not consciously 

intended to be so, either by the colonies or the British Crown, this was monetary experimentation 

on a grand scale. These experiments, while wide ranging, were constrained by British regulations 

that effectively limited the colonies’ rights and abilities to mint their own coins, institute capital 
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controls to limit specie exports, and form private corporations that could function effectively as 

banks using specie as reserves to support private paper money emissions. 

 Gold and silver coins (specie) were the principal local and international monies of 

exchange for Europeans. In British North America, such monies could only be acquired through 

trade or governmental transfers from Europe, as gold and silver were not yet mined there. Specie 

was acquired through trade surpluses with Spanish America and from British military spending 

during King George’s War (1744-1748) and the Seven Years’ War (1756-1763). This specie, 

however, quickly flowed out to cover the colonies’ trade deficits with Britain. The British 

government used mercantilist policies to prevent specie outflows from Britain and to encourage 

specie inflows by holding their colonies in a state of chronic trade deficit with the mother 

country. As specie passed through the colonies it could serve only a limited capacity as a local 

media of exchange. Colonists often complained of a lack of specie. As a result, extensive barter 

systems using transferable merchant book and store credits and non-specie commodity monies, 

such as tobacco, developed to facilitate local exchange. These barter systems were never fully 

displaced by monetized transactions during the colonial era. Colonial government experiments 

with paper money, which were also called bills of credit, took place within this framework. 

 The colonies operated under British regulations and market constraints regarding their 

money creation abilities. These constraints, as necessary background information, are explained 

first. The breadth of the experimentation with paper monies in the colonies given these political 

and market constraints is documented next. Finally, the various mechanisms developed to 

support the value of paper money are addressed. The mechanisms explained in Part I are: the 

linking of paper money emissions to anticipated taxes that could be paid in that money, having 

that paper money pay an interest, creating sinking funds to support future redemption in specie, 
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and making paper money a legal tender. In Part II (a work still in progress), the mechanism of 

linking paper money emissions to land-backed mortgage loans is explained. 

Initial Conditions: Institutional and Market Constraints 

 Colonial governments could not create money per se. That was the exclusive prerogative 

of the sovereign, namely the British Crown. As such, even if the colonies possessed gold and 

silver bullion—either mined or imported—they were prohibited from minting their own coins. 

What colonial governments could do was create "transaction-able" or "exchangeable" debt in the 

form of bills of credit. The notion of money as debt was closely tied to what the colonies were 

allowed to create (Newman, 2008, p.10). As such, a colony's paper money—its bills of credit—

had a bearer-bond quality that required some sort of explicit redemption exercise to extinguish 

the principal expressed on the face of the bill. 

 Oversight of colonial laws by the British government and by the proprietors of some 

colonies constrained colonial money creation. Colonial paper money acts could be disallowed. 

Many of the debates with a colony's proprietor over the proprietor's resistance to colonial paper 

money were not about paper money per se, but about political rights and prerogatives. Typically 

proprietors wanted to be exempt from having to accept their colony's bills of credit in payment of 

the quit rents owed them, and proprietors also wanted a say in how bills could be spent. Colonial 

assemblies typically wanted the opposite. Wrangling over these issues often delayed paper 

money acts and shaped their exact structure (Brock, 1975, pp. 354-62; Grubb, 2008). 

 Colonial paper money legislation was also constrained by regulations passed by the 

British Parliament. In 1741, Parliament extended the 1720 Bubble Act to the colonies. This made 

joint-stock corporations, except those chartered by the Crown, illegal (Harris, 1994; Newell, 

1998, pp. 228-30; Priest, 2001, p. 1379; Smith, 1937, p. 304). Thus, banking operations in the 
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colonies were made prohibitively costly in terms of being able to adequately raise capital and 

spread risk among bank stockholders. Banking structures successfully emitting paper banknotes 

backed by fractional specie reserves would not appear in British North America until after the 

American Revolution.2  

 Problems with New England's paper money led Parliament to pass the Currency Act of 

1751 (Newell, 1998, pp. 231-33; Officer, 2005; Priest, 2001, pp. 1383-1384). The act applied 

only to New England. It outlawed making bills of credit a legal tender in private transactions. It 

also restricted the emission-to-final-redemption interval to be a maximum of two years in 

peacetime and five years during wartime. Problems with Virginia's bills of credit in the early 

1760s led Parliament to pass the Currency Act of 1764 (Ernst, 1973, pp. 77-88). This Act applied 

to all the colonies and outlawed making bills of credit a legal tender for any transaction. It did 

not, however, restrict the length of the emission-to-final-redemption interval as was done to New 

England by the Currency Act of 1751. After colonial protests, Parliament in 1773 amended the 

Currency Act of 1764 to allow bills to be made a de jure legal tender for public debts, i.e. for 

paying local taxes and governmental fees (Ernst, 1973, pp. 282-311).  

 Finally, the British government did not allow the colonies to implement capital-trade 

controls that would restrict the exportation of specie from the colonies. The colonies had to 

function in an open and unrestricted market regarding the importation and exportation of specie 

monies. By contrast, the Britain government restricted the free exportation of specie monies from 

Britain. Colonies constantly complained that as fast as specie monies were imported from trade 

surpluses with Spanish America, they were exported to England to cover the colonies' chronic 

trade deficit with the mother country.3  Colonial treasuries were never able to effectively hold 

specie reserves in any meaningful quantities. Colonial treasuries functioned only as an 
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intermediary between local tax inflows and colonial assembly spending outflows. 

 Alongside these governmental regulatory constraints, the colonies operated within market 

forces that constrained their money creation abilities. For the most part, colonists understood 

these market constraints. The colonists had a crude notion of the quantity theory of money and 

how it constrained them. The quantity theory of money is summarized in equation (1). It is 

transformed into its more commonly used rate-of-change or natural logarithm expression in 

equation (2). 

(1)  M * V = P * Y 
 
(2)  %ΔM + %ΔV = %ΔP + %ΔY 
 
Where: 
M = the nominal amount of all monies used to transact Y 
V = the velocity of circulation of M (how fast M changes hands per unit time) 
P = the nominal prices of Y 
Y = the volume of real good and services, or output, traded in the economy 
 
Typically, the rates of change of V and Y are assumed to be constants in the long-run, 

determined by real factors in the economy such as production technology and commercial 

trading institutions which typically change slowly over time. Thus, equation (2) comes close to 

being equation (3) under many circumstances in the long-run and often in the short-run as well.  

(3) %ΔP = %ΔM + a constant  

In other words, emitting more bills of credit would drive prices up (drive the value of money 

down, i.e. depreciate the currency), and retiring these bills would drive prices down (drive the 

value of money up, i.e. appreciate the currency).4  

 How colonists described the quantity theory of money with regard to emitting bills of 

credit, however, differed notably from equations (1) and (2). Basically they talked as though bills 

could be emitted to some threshold before prices would be affected causing the currency to 

depreciate. This threshold was the point where more bills were outstanding at their face value 
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than what were needed to transact the volume of real trade in the economy. For example, in 

February of 1765, Benjamin Franklin explained (Labaree, 1969, v. 12, pp. 52-3),  

  It was difficult to know before hand, what Quantity [of bills] would be sufficient 
 for a Medium of Exchange proportion'd to the Trade of the Colony [of Pennsylvania], 
 and not exceed the Occasions.  
  To prevent the Mischiefs attending an Over Quantity, the Government of 
 Pensilvania began with a small Sum, £15000 in 1723, proceeded to encrease it gradually 
 in following Years, and thus prudently felt for a Proportion they could not previously 
 calculate. And as they never exceeded a moderate Sum, the Depreciation was never so 
 great as to be attended with much Inconvenience. 
 
In February of 1767, Franklin went on to observe (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 34-5),  

  Where the Sums so emitted [of paper bills of credit] were moderate and did not 
 exceed the Proportion requisite for the Trade of the Colony, such Bills retain'd a fix'd 
 Value when compar'd with Silver without Depreciation for many Years.... The too great 
 Quantity has, in some Colonies, occasioned a real depreciation of these Bills, tho' made a 
 legal Tender.... ...[this] Injustice...is avoided by keeping the Quantity of Paper Currency 
 within due Bounds. 
  
Circa 1780, Franklin still held this view. In "Of the Paper Money of America," he wrote (Oberg, 

1998, v. 34, p. 230), 

  It has been long & often observed, that when the current Money of a Country is 
 augmented beyond the Occasions for Money, as a Medium of Commerce, its Value as 
 Money diminishes, its Interest is reduced, and the Principal sinks if some Means are not 
 found to take off the surplus Quantity. Silver may be carried out of the Country that 
 produces it, into other Counties, and thereby prevent too great a Fall of its Value in the 
 Country.... 
  Paper Money not being easily receiv'd out of the Country that makes it, if the 
 Quantity becomes excessive, the Depreciation is quicker & greater. 
 
 In other words, equation (3) is not a continuum, which means there must have been 

alternative ways to execute transactions other than using bills of credit. When there were no bills 

of credit outstanding, that did not mean that money prices were zero or no Y was transacted. 

Exchange still took place and most often local prices were approximately the same before versus 

after bills were first emitted, see Figures 1 and 2. Colonists recognized that there were multiple 

monies or transacting methods, and that substitution or displacement occurred between them.  
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Figure 1. Prices Before and After the First Emissions of Bills of Credit in Pennsylvania and  
  Virginia 
 
Sources: Carter, et al. (2006, v. 5, pp. 685, 687); Bezanson, Gray, and Hussey (1935, p. 433); 
Table 1 (Appendix). 
 
Notes: The Philadelphia data are arithmetic un-weighted price indices with a base year 100 = 
1741-45. The Virginia price data are expressed as the percentage of the price listed for 1755. 
 
 
This idea is currency substitution theory. In some crude form the colonists were aware that it 

factored into how the quantity theory of money constrained their money creation abilities. 

 Price series for a few years before versus a few years after, bills of credit were first 

emitted for goods that were not used as commodity monies have only been found (so far) for 

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. Pennsylvania first emitted bills in 1723, expressed in 

Pennsylvania pounds units of account. Maryland first emitted bills in 1733, expressed in  
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Figure 2. Prices Before and After the First Emissions of Bills of Credit in Maryland 
 
Sources: Clemens (1980, pp. 226-227); Table 1 (Appendix). 
 
Notes: All prices are expressed as the percentage of the price listed for 1733. 
 
 
Maryland pounds units of account. Virginia first emitted bills in 1755, expressed in Virginia 

pounds units of account. Figures 1 and 2 show that prices in these colonies, expressed in their 

respective local units of account (an imaginary money before physical bills expressed in that unit 

of account were issued), were not zero before paper money was first emitted. Nor were prices 

substantially different after paper money was first emitted—being slightly higher in 

Pennsylvania, slightly lower in Virginia, and about the same in Maryland, after setting aside the  

early years of the War of the Austrian Succession, e.g. see Talbot county wheat prices in Figure 

2. In conclusion, sufficient local trade took place to support comparable pricing even when bills 
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as a medium of exchange for this trade were not yet present.5 

 Colonist thought of money as being made up of specie coins (outside money) and paper 

bills of credit (inside money), and often referred to specie coins as real money. A frequent 

argument made by contemporaries was that when bills were emitted they simply displaced specie 

coins for internal transactions and allowed specie monies to be exported to buy foreign goods. 

Only once all the specie money had been displaced by bills for internal transactions within a 

colony would the emission of additional bills cause prices to rise (cause the bills to depreciate). 

Some contemporary writers blamed the scarcity of specie monies in colonial economies on the 

emission of bills of credit, the latter driving the former out (see the Franklin quotation below). 

 This thinking is illustrated in equations (4) and (5) where paper money and specie money 

are concurrently used and one can substitute for the other in local transactions at a fixed 

exchange rate.  

(4) M = Mp + ēMs 

(5) ΔMp = -ΔēMs up to some threshold αMs where 1 ≥ α > 0 

Where: 
Mp  =  the colony's bills of credit (its inside paper money) 
Ms  = specie coins and tradable bills of exchange expressed in specie units (outside monies) 
ē     = the fixed exchange rate Mp/Ms; the bar over e indicating a fixed exchange rate regime 
 
As such, changes in the emission of bills up to some threshold α are absorbed by exports of 

specie monies thereby holding total M steady and thus P steady. Typically, α is thought to be 

very near 1. Only when an increase in bills goes beyond that absorption threshold will M 

increase and so P increase thereby depreciating the value of the paper bills in circulation. 

 Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations and David Hume in his writings on money 

articulated these currency substitution effects filtered through the quantity theory of money 

(Rotwein, 1970, pp. 33-46; Smith, 1937, pp. 276-313). Their discussions, however, dealt 
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explicitly with banknote paper monies backed by specie reserves and its connection to the 

specie-flow mechanism for stabilizing the money-price nexus, and not to the type of bills emitted 

by colonial legislatures. Basically these writers saw the displacement of specie money by 

banknote paper money as a welfare enhancing result, allowing a country to consume the foreign 

goods that specie could buy without locking the specie up as a local transacting medium. The 

fractional backing of banknotes with specie reserves, and exchangeability of banknotes for 

specie on demand at its specie-face value by the issuing bank (ē = 1), supported the value of 

banknotes and allowed some plasticity in the supply of local money to meet changing local 

money demand and variations in local real production. 

 In 1776, Smith (1937, pp. 276-310) explained,  

  The substitution of Paper in the room of gold and silver money, replaces a very 
 expensive instrument of commerce with one much less costly, and sometimes equally 
 convenient....  
  There are several different sorts of paper money; but the circulation of notes of 
 banks and bankers are...the best known, and which seems best adapted for this purpose. ... 
    The whole paper money of every kind which can easily circulate in any country 
 never can exceed the value of the gold and silver, of which it supplies the place... Should 
 the circulating paper at any time exceed that sum, as the excess could neither be sent 
 abroad nor be employed in the circulation of the country, it must immediately return upon 
 the banks to be exchanged for gold and silver.... There would immediately, therefore, be 
 a run upon the banks to the whole extent of the superfluous paper...   
  A paper money consisting in bank notes, issued by people of undoubted credit, 
 payable on demand [in specie] without condition, and in fact always readily paid as soon 
 as presented, is, in every respect, equal in value to gold and silver money; since gold and 
 silver money can at any time be had for it.... 
  The increase of paper money, it has been said, by augmenting the quantity, and 
 consequently diminishing the value of the whole currency, necessarily augments the 
 money price of commodities. But as the quantity of gold and silver, which is taken from 
 the currency, is always equal to the quantity of paper which is added to it, paper money 
 does not necessarily increase the quantity of the whole currency.... 
  [However] The paper currencies of North America consisted, not in bank notes 
 payable [at face value in specie] to the bearer on demand, but in a government paper... 
 
 This system was held in equilibrium by the specie-flow mechanism. If prices rose, then 

people took whatever specie reserves they had and exported them to buy lower-priced foreign 
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goods. This contracted the local money supply, both specie money and paper banknotes because 

the banknotes were linked fractionally to the amount of specie reserves held against them. This 

contraction reduced local prices until foreigners would export specie into this economy to 

purchase these lowered-priced goods. This process held the economies in a monetary-price-level 

equilibrium. In this world, as Hume explained it, specie money cannot, by definition, be scarce in 

the long-run (Rotwein, 1970, pp. 33-46).6  

 Benjamin Franklin pointed out that such was not applicable to the colonial setting. First, 

no one stood ready to exchange colonial bills of credit at face value for specie on demand in the 

way that banks exchanged their banknotes at face value for specie on demand. Neither colonial 

legislatures nor colonial treasuries nor consortiums of colonial merchants were capable or willing 

to do such on any consistent basis. There was no fixed exchange rate (ē) between colonial bills of 

credit and specie that colonial treasuries defended by buying and selling bills for specie. Colonial 

treasuries simply did not have specie reserves of any magnitude to defend a fixed exchange rate. 

Specie-to-bill equivalencies were set, and made effective, for tax-receipt purposes only. In the 

marketplace, exchange rates between bills and specie were free and flexible. As such, equation 

(5) did not strictly hold in the colonies because flexible exchange rates (Δe) between Mp and Ms 

could absorb changes in one without altering the amount of the other.  

 Second, and more importantly, Franklin points out that specie had fled local exchange 

long before the colonies issued paper bills of credit. The margin of displacement or currency 

substitution was not between bills and specie. According to Franklin, before 1723 Pennsylvania 

had no specie money and no paper money. Yet Figure 1 shows prices, while somewhat lower, 

were not all that different immediately before 1723 than after 1722 when paper bills were first 

created as a medium of exchange. A similar observation might hold for Maryland before versus 
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after 1733 and for Virginia before versus after 1755. In other words, even without specie monies 

and paper bills of credit, local exchange still took place and prices were not all that different than 

when specie and bills were present, see Figures 1 and 2. In March of 1767, Franklin explained 

(Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 77-9), 

  In Report of the [British] Board of Trade, dated February 9, 1764, the following 
 Reasons are given for restraining the Emission of Paper Bills of Credit in America, as a 
 Legal Tender.... 
  To consider these Reasons in their Order. The first is, That Paper Money carries 
 the Gold and Silver out of the Province, and so ruins the Country, as Experience has 
 shewn in every Colony where it has been practised in any great Degree. This seems to be 
 mere speculative Opinion, not founded on Fact in any of the Colonies. The Truth is, that 
 the Balance of Their Trade with Britain being generally against them, the Gold and Silver 
 is drawn out to pay that Balance; and then the Necessity of some Medium of Trade has 
 induced the making of Paper Money, which could not be carried away. Thus, if carrying 
 out all the Gold and Silver ruins a Country, every Colony was ruined before it made 
 Paper Money.  
  ...Pennsylvania, before they made any Paper Money, was totally stript of its Gold 
 and Silver,...  
  The Balance of Trade carry'd out the Gold and Silver as fast as it was brought  
 in,... 
 
 In the absence of specie monies and paper monies, local exchange was transacted through 

barter but not barter as is commonly articulated by economists. It was not the crude barter that 

requires a double coincidence of wants for exchange to be consummated. Colonists did not go 

door to door with piglets under their arms searching for neighbors who had and were willing to 

trade boxes of candles for said piglets. The high transactions cost of this kind of barter explains 

why it was not commonly observed. The barter that colonists developed was what will be termed 

"efficient barter." Efficient barter entailed exchange organized around book or store credit 

accounts with goods priced in a common unit of account. These common units of account 

allowed easy relative pricing and account clearing across multiple trades and traders. They 

consisted either of a commodity money unit of account such as tobacco or an imaginary pound 

unit of account such as the Pennsylvania pound (the accounting unit before Pennsylvania issued 
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bills of credit). Centralized clearing of credits obviated the double-coincidence-of-wants 

problem. The hypothesis here will be that the development of these efficient barter structures for 

executing local transactions had already displaced specie monies (Grubb, 2012a). 

 Efficient barter structures are illustrated by the comments of Henry Callister a merchant 

storekeeper in Townside [Crumpton], Maryland. Located on Maryland's eastern shore about 15 

miles by cart trail from the Delaware River port of Duck Creek, Callister was shipping wheat to 

Philadelphia sold to him by eastern shore planters and importing goods from Philadelphia to sell 

back to these same planters. In 1762, Callister's store manager, Nathan Wright, asked what 

Callister would accept in payment of the goods he had sold, namely how local customers could 

clear their store credit accounts. Was only Maryland paper money acceptable or would any 

money do; was corn, wheat, or tobacco acceptable as payment; were bills of exchange acceptable 

as payment; and so on? Callister's response to Wright was that he could accept almost anything, 

i.e. any monies, bills, or goods (Callister Papers, material just prior to the letter dated 18 January 

1762; Tyler, 1978). The clearing of book or store credit accounts was relatively flexible and 

efficient with indifference between the means used—either paper monies or "barter" goods.     

 When issuing bills of credit, the margin of currency substitution or displacement, 

therefore, was efficient barter and not specie money. If efficient barter is thought of as sponge-

like or possessing a high degree of plasticity, then the scope for expanding and contracting the 

quantity of bills in circulation without affecting prices or the value of the bills emitted via the 

quantity theory of money could be large. Only when the quantity of bills emitted rose to some 

threshold replacement of efficient barter transactions would further emissions drive up prices and 

lead to currency depreciation. This hypothesis is depicted in equations (6) and (7).     

(6) M = EB + Mp + ēMs 
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(7)  ΔMp = -ΔEB up to some threshold γEB where 1 ≥ γ > 0 
 
Where: 
EB  = efficient barter, e.g. book and store credit transacted in a common unit of account 
Ms  = zero due to prior displacement by EB 
 
In other words, the direct link in the quantity theory of money between money and prices is 

spongier with more plasticity given the nature of EB and equations (6) and (7) than that 

expressed in equation (3) [including that expressed in equations (4) and (5) as mediated through 

fractional specie reserve banknote emissions and the specie-flow mechanism].7 

 The importance of this model of the quantity theory of money, and the currency 

substitution margins as it applies to colonial America, is that it informs the experiments that 

colonial legislatures engaged in to support the value of their local paper bills of credit. The 

meaning of equation (7) is that the excess utility value or the transactions opportunity cost of 

using bills of credit as a medium for local private exchange was zero or so near zero as to make it 

irrelevant to influencing the value of paper money. In other words, subjects were largely 

indifferent at the margin between using EB and Mp in private local transactions. Mp was created 

first and foremost as a fiscal tool for colonial governments. This observation in turn means that 

the value of paper bills of credit rested principally on how colonial legislatures anchored or 

linked their bills to some real value in the economy. This will be the key assumption, or working 

hypothesis, carried through the rest of the paper to model and explain the structures underlying 

the various monetary experiments in which colonial legislatures engaged.8 

How Fiat Paper Monies Differed—Monetary Experimentation on a Grand Scale 

 Appendix Table 1 documents the individual fiat paper money emissions in British North 

America by colony in sequence from the first emitted through 1775. Emissions authorized by 

colonial assemblies began in 1690 in Massachusetts; 1703 in South Carolina; 1709 in 
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Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and New York; 1710 in Rhode Island; 1712 in North 

Carolina; 1723 in Pennsylvania and Delaware; 1733 in Maryland; and finally 1755 in Virginia 

and Georgia. The U.S. Congress emitted its first paper money in 1775. Once initiated, colonial 

legislatures, with irregular frequency, continued to make periodic emissions though 1775. 

Colonies who ceased new emissions for at least a decade in this period were Maryland between 

1741 and 1755, Massachusetts between 1751 and 1774, New Hampshire between 1764 and 

1774, New Jersey between 1765 and 1775, and Delaware between 1761 and 1775. 

 Appendix Table 1 shows considerable variation in the size, structure, and characteristics 

of the paper money authorized, both across colonies and over time within some colonies. Some 

emissions paid an interest, and some did not. Some emissions were made a legal tender, and 

some were not. Some emissions had specific redemption intervals specified in their authorizing 

legislation, and some did not. Some emissions had portions set aside as land-backed mortgage 

loans for the colony's subjects, and some did not. Some emissions had future redemptions linked 

to an accumulating sinking fund comprised of specie monies. Most emissions, however, 

specifically linked future redemptions not to a sinking fund, but to explicit taxes or land-backed 

mortgage loans that could be paid in those emissions.    

 What was printed on the bills provided holders with information about the nature and 

character of each emission (see Appendix Table 1). Two pieces of information appeared on all 

bills. These were the date of emission and the colony emitting the bill, namely whether the bill 

was in New York pounds, Pennsylvania pounds, Maryland pounds, and so on. Thus, universally 

subjects could easily distinguish emissions by the colony-date printed on the face of the bill. The 

dates on the bills could then be matched to the dates of the authorizing legislation, thus providing 

subjects with complete information about each specific emission.  
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 The material printed on the face of the bills also provided consistent information about 

whether interest would be paid. When a bill paid interest, that fact along with the interest rate 

was always printed on the face of the bill. By inference, when no interest rate was printed on the 

face of the bill, a subject could be certain that the bill paid no interest. However, information on 

redemption dates for particular emissions was only irregularly printed on the face of the bills. In 

some colonies, redemption dates were often printed on the face of the bill, e.g. see Connecticut, 

New Hampshire, Rhode Island, North Carolina, Georgia, and after 1740 South Carolina. In some 

colonies, no redemption dates were printed on the bills even though redemption dates were so 

legislated, e.g. see New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia (Appendix 

Table 1). 

 Interestingly, information about what the bill was valued in or it redemption value varied 

substantially across emissions, both across colonies and over time within a given colony. This 

information functioned as unit-of-account references for the numerical value printed on the bill. 

Lawful money, current money, proclamation money, or some specie measure statements on the 

face of the bill referred to the unit-of-account equivalence between pounds sterling or the specie 

money named and the pounds of a particular colonies, such as 1.33 Maryland pounds being set 

equal to 1 pound sterling for unit-of-account and tax-receipt purposes, see Appendix Table 1. 

These equivalences served unit-of-account and tax-receipt purposes only. No one, including 

colonial treasuries, stood ready, or were obligated, to exchange bills for specie on demand at the 

unit-of-account equivalences stated on the face of the bills. 

 Statements printed on some bills can be construed as indicating how the bills would be 

redeemed rather than how they were valued. Early on in New England, New York, and New 

Jersey a subject could redeem a bill at the treasury of the respective colony issuing the bill for 
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any "stock" or "fund" in the treasury, see Appendix Table 1. Of course, colonial treasuries were 

typically empty, or at least did not hold reserves continuously in any sizable amount. Such 

statements printed on the bills disappeared by mid-century. Interestingly, in a few cases the 

information printed on the bills indicated that the bills were redeemable by themselves, e.g. see 

New York after 1723 and Pennsylvania from 1767 to 1772. In other words, if one brought a bill 

to the treasury of the colony that issued it, the treasurer would redeem it by providing an 

identical bill in its place. This is exactly the redemption of fiat paper money today. If one takes a 

paper dollar bill to the Federal Reserve Bank and demand its redemption, the Fed will simply 

provide an identical paper dollar bill in its place.  

 Finally, information printed on some bills indicated that future redemption would be in 

specie or sterling bills of exchange, e.g. see New Hampshire after 1756, Maryland after 1764, 

and the U.S. Continental dollar in 1775. The credibility of these specie redemption commitments 

had to be discerned from the mechanisms laid out in the authorizing legislation and the record of 

success in executing it. For example, after 1764 Maryland linked redemption of its paper money 

to a sizable fund it had accumulated, and was still accumulating, in Britain of Bank-of-England 

stock. Maryland paper bills explicitly stated on their face that the bearer of the bills were entitled 

to "receive Bills of Exchange Payable in LONDON..." at the rate of four shilling, 6 pence per 

dollar of the said bill (Newman, 2008, pp. 171-3). By contrast, the specie redemption stated on 

the U.S. Continental dollar rested on the tax actions of the states, and the credibility of 

congressional commitment to this redemption system later in the war, both of which floundered 

so Continental dollars were not redeemed as indicated on their face (Grubb, 2011b, 2012b). 

  In summary, Appendix Table 1 shows considerable variation among the local fiat paper 

monies emitted across the colonies from 1690 through 1775. Monetary experimentation on a 
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grand scale was afoot. The logical structure and performance of the various mechanisms used by 

the colonies to anchor their paper monies to some real value in their respective economies are 

addressed next. The mechanisms explained in Part I here are the linking of paper money 

emissions to specific anticipated taxes that could be paid in that money, having the paper money 

pay an interest, creating sinking funds to support future redemption in specie, and making paper 

money a legal tender. The mechanism explained in Part II (work still in progress) is the linking 

of paper money emissions to land-backed mortgage loans. 

The Tax-Redemption Mechanism 

Zero-Interest Tax Anticipation Notes 

 Explicitly linking an emission of bills to their future removal from circulation via local 

tax payments was the most ubiquitous method used by the colonies to anchor the value of their 

paper monies to a real value in their respective economies. Typically, local tax payments could 

be made in bills of credit or in specie, such as sterling, at a legally fixed equivalence for tax 

receipts. This rate would be the stated par or face value of the bill. The basic idea was that when 

a colonial government's current spending requirements were greater than current tax revenues, 

say due to emergency wartime expenditures, they would borrow from their subjects in the form 

of using "bills of credit" to cover current government payments. The bills could then be used to 

pay future taxes. Given that government tax receipts and spending requirements were seldom 

concurrently equal, the use of bills of credit could be seen as a fiscal smoothing exercise. 

Continuous sequential repetition of the process, anchored on successful execution of tax-

redemptions, perpetuated the system. 

 Colonial governments faced standard budget constraints. Tax receipts had to match 

spending. When they didn't, colonial governments had to adjust their borrowing and asset 
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positions. For the most part, colonial governments did not have asset positions, such as stocks of 

gold or land or financial debt instruments, to adjust when budgets were out of balance. In 

addition, external (foreign) markets in which colonial governments could borrow and lend were 

not adequately developed or accessible to these governments in this period. Colonial 

governments also did not have the sovereign right to create money per se and so could not 

collect monetary seignorage income. Thus, when current tax receipts did not match current 

spending, colonial governments would move tax receipts through time to balance current 

budgets. This was done by issuing bills of credit. These bills were "transaction-able" debt 

instruments or bearer bonds and, as such, could serve as an inside money or a functional internal 

media of exchange. When current government spending exceeded current taxes, it was covered 

by this new "money" creation. This new money would be redeemed by running budget surpluses 

in the future. In other words, excess taxes in the future had to match the new money created now. 

In effect, the government was engaging in a fiscal smoothing exercise via inter-temporal income 

shifting. Money creation was a credit-debt mechanism that matched budget deficits with budget 

surplus over a multi-year time horizon. As such, the requirement of having a balanced 

government budget was cut loose from a strict time unit, such as always being balanced over the 

fiscal year. It still must be balanced, but now it could be balanced over a multi-year time horizon. 

 To achieve this outcome, colonial governments passed concurrent tax legislation 

designed to remove in the near future the authorized amount of bills emitted per given paper 

money act. This linkage was key to the successful operation of this mechanism. In other words, 

an addition to the money supply had to be set equal, in concurrent legislation, to the total amount 

of net new tax receipts anticipated over some defined future time horizon—that is, tax receipts in 

excess of future government spending over that horizon. Typically, part of this fiscal smoothing 
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exercise was to have the net new taxes spread over some period of years so that the yearly size of 

the tax payments was feasible and would not unduly disturb the economy. In summary, the 

model requires that future net new tax receipts match current money creation, equation (8), and 

that budgets be balanced over some finite time horizon, equation (9).  

       N 
(8) ΔMpi   =  ∑   Δ(net new Ti)  =  T 
     i+1 
Therefore: 
          N 
(9) (Gi - Ti) = ΔMpi = ∑  Δ(Ti - Gi) 
         i+1 
 
Mp  = the amount of bills of credit or paper money currently outstanding 
ΔMpi = the amount of the new emissions of Mp in year i 
T = all taxes 
G = all government spending 
 
If the net new T created to redeem the new Mp was paid in equal yearly installments, then net 

new Ti = T/N for years i+1 through N, with N being the length of the tax-redemption interval.  

 Figure 3 models this method of anchoring the value of paper money. The model has two 

features. First, there must be a legal equivalence between specie (sterling) and local paper money 

for tax-receipt purposes, i.e. a legally established par or face value to specie. Second, the tax-

redemption and multi-year balanced-budget structure depicted in equations (8) and (9) must be 

satisfied. As such, the model assumes that total expected net new tax receipts (T) over the 

designated taxing period (going backward from the final tax-redemption year 0, to year N when 

the new bills were emitted) will equal the total new paper money (ΔMp) issued in year N with 

certainty. The model also initially assumes that the excess utility value or transactions 

opportunity cost of using bills of credit as a media of exchange in private transactions within the 

colony are zero. In other words, in private transactions internal to the colony, subjects are 

indifferent between using bills of credit and efficient barter. For heuristic purposes, a discount 
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Figure 3. Present Value of Bills of Credit between Emission and Redemption under a Pure  
  Tax Redemption Mechanism 
 

rate of 6% is assumed. Finally, the model assumes that tax payments can be made in either 

sterling (specie) or bills of credit at a legally designated par rate of exchange (k), which in turn 

equals the face value of the bills for tax-receipt purposes. In other words, for tax-receipt 

purposes, par value = face value = k * pounds sterling, with k being fixed at some 0 < k ≤ 1. 

 Figure 3 shows two different tax redemption methods, both presented as the present value  

of a bill so many years prior to its final redemption in terms of the percentage of its face value. 

The solid line shows the present value of the bills from issuance in year N to final redemption in 

year 0 (discounted back from their final-redemption year 0 to year N) under the assumption that 

all bills will be redeemed in a lump sum in the final tax year 0. The dotted line shows the present 
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value of the bills from issuance in year N to final redemption in year 0 (discounted back from 

their final-redemption year 0 to year N) under the assumption that bills will be redeemed or taxed 

out of circulation at a constant amount of 1/N per year. The present value of bills in the years 

prior to their final redemption is less than their face or par value. This is not depreciation, but 

time-discounting, i.e. rational bond pricing.  

 The present value of bills in the years prior to their final redemption is affected by several 

factors. First, changes in the discount rate (the interest rate) will alter the present value curves, 

other things equal. As the discount rate goes to zero the present value curves rotate up to equal 

the par value for all years N to 0. Conversely, if the discount rate rises, the present value curves 

rotate down, anchored at par in year 0. While a 6% discount rate was used in Figure 3 primarily 

for heuristic purposes, it is the rate Benjamin Franklin and Adam Smith both suggest were likely 

in use (quoted below) and it is the most common interest rate used by the U.S. national 

government between 1775 and 1800.9 

 Second, as shown in Figure 3, taxing an emission out of circulation at a constant amount 

per year, i.e. 1/Nth removed per year over N years, raises the present value of bills still in 

circulation compared with taxing an emission out of circulation all at once in year 0. Because 

1/Nth of the bills are redeemed at face value in taxes each year, the average present value for the 

bills still in circulation increases compared with the present value if none were redeemed at face 

value before year 0. This method also makes sense as a fiscal tax smoothing strategy, revealing a 

credible and feasible commitment to executing the tax-redemption mechanism, especially when 

an initial emission is large relative to a single year's tax receipts. Most colonies relying on a tax-

redemption mechanism used the 1/Nth per year method. 

 Third, the shorter the redemption interval, other things equal, the higher the present value 
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of the bills, i.e. the present value curves in Figure 3 decline as N increases. Fourth, if taxes 

exceed the number of bills in circulation, and if bills have some positive transactions opportunity 

cost in the payment of taxes, namely book credit, store credit, and barter goods are not accepted 

by the government as tax payments, then the present value curves anchored at par value in year 0 

will rotate up toward par value in all years 0 to N, other things equal. This outcome is the same 

as accelerating the tax redemption process by shortening the tax interval through having more 

taxes collected per year.  

 However, if total taxes over the interval 0 to N are less than the bills emitted in year N or 

if tax payments are postponed, then the present value curves will shift down, and no longer be 

anchored at par in year 0. That some bills might never be redeemed through taxes or might be 

redeemed farther into the future than initially promised in the enabling legislation, reduces the 

average present value of the bills in circulation in all years N to 0. This last possibility needs to 

be explained in more detail, because such a possibility was a structural part of how the tax-

redemption mechanism anchored the value of bills to real values in the economy.   

 Equating anticipated future taxes with current paper money emissions was complicated 

by the necessity of anchoring the value of the bills to the fact that subjects were allowed to pay 

these taxes in some other real value, such as in a specie equivalent as set in law for tax-receipt 

purposes. If the amount of anticipated future taxes was set equal to the current emission of bills 

but subjects paid a portion of these taxes in some other allowable real-value alternative, then 

there would be an excess of bills in circulation relative to the real-value of its tax-redemption 

anchor. Such an imbalance might easily occur in that those who owed taxes might not be able to 

trade for bills in time to pay their taxes and so would have to pay their taxes in the alternative 

means allowed. In other words, there would be an excess of bills in circulation relative to the 
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taxes that were earmarked to be paid in those bills, resulting in a deficient demand for bills to 

pay taxes as the tax-redemption window closed. Because taxes had already been satisfied by 

some other means, the value of the bills would depreciate as they had little other use.  

 The New England colonies, as well as New York and New Jersey, appear early on to 

have recognized this complication and tried to solve it by allowing subjects to redeem their bills 

at the treasury of the respective colony issuing the bills for any "stock" or "fund" in the treasury. 

In these colonies, if subjects paid their taxes in the alternative means allowed and so there were 

an excess of bills outstanding compared with the amount of taxes remaining, then subjects with 

bills could directly exchange them for the alternative tax payments received by the treasury, in 

effect re-balancing the total taxes required to be paid with the amount of bills emitted. Such re-

balancing methods, as judged by the statements printed on bills allowing this kind of redemption, 

disappeared by mid-century, see Appendix Table 1. The other solution to this complication was 

to set the anticipated future taxes payable in bills of credit to be greater than the amount of new 

bills emitted. To what extent colonies intentionally did this, especially after mid-century, and so 

solved this complicating feature in the tax-redemption mechanism, is a topic for future research. 

 Finally, if bills have a positive transactions opportunity cost in private transactions within 

the colony, namely if bills possess a "medium-of-exchange" premium or excess utility value over 

the next best alternative, then the present value curves in Figure 3 will rotate up toward par 

value, anchored at par in year 0, other things equal. The greater the opportunity cost, the closer 

the present value will be to par or face value in all years N to 0. This is the same as assuming that 

the bills are money per se as opposed to being just "transaction-able" or "exchangeable" debts. 

 In 1764, Benjamin Franklin, in the longest speech of his career (among his surviving 

texts), explained to the Pennsylvania Assembly exactly how this tax-redemption mechanism 
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worked in terms of discounting and present value. His analysis is basically the same as that 

shown in Figure 3. In reference to an emission of 50,000£PA in Pennsylvania paper bills of credit 

proposed in late 1763, Franklin pointed out "The true Way in my Opinion to preserve a Value in 

our Paper Bills nearly equal to the nominal Sums we stamp on them..." He argued that the 

method of anticipated tax-redemption at future dates, while a method most often relied on in the 

past, nevertheless could not achieve this outcome because of time-discounting. He stated, 

 At present every Bill that I receive tells me a Lie, and would cheat me too if I was not too 
 well Acquainted with it. Thirty Shillings in our Bills, according to the Account they give 
 of themselves should be worth five Dollars; and we find them worth but four: They 
 should be worth 22s. 6d. Sterling, and we find them worth scarce 17s. 2d. Sometimes 
 indeed more or less... When we sit here in Legislation, we have great Power, but we are 
 not almighty. We cannot alter the Nature of Things. Values will be as they are valued or 
 valuable, and not as we call them. We may stamp on a Piece of Paper, This is Ten 
 Shillings, but if we do not make some other Provision that it always be worth Ten 
 Shillings, the Say-so of our Law will signify little. Experience in other Colonies as well 
 as in ours, have demonstrated this. 
  ...we propose to found the Credit of these Bills [the new emission of 50,000£PA 
 proposed for 1764] on a Tax to be raised, which is to sink them as I understand in Six 
 Years at one Sixth Part per Annum, for the due punctual Performance of which there is to 
 be the Sanction of a Law. If this be the Case, and allowing the Security to be good, of 
 which I make not the least Doubt, (tho' some Colonies have by subsequent Laws 
 postpon'd the Payments they had engaged to make, for much longer Terms) I say, 
 supposing the Law punctually executed, it is not difficult...to compute what real Value 
 that Fund [the proposed tax redemption] gives the Bills. When you pay them out, it is 
 instead of so much real Money which your owe and ought to pay immediately, but not 
 having the Money to pay, these are your Promisory Notes, obliging you to pay the whole 
 Sum, not upon Demand, but in Six Years by annual Quotas; they are therefore in the 
 nature of things, and between honest Men, really worth no more than the Sum that 
 remains, when Interest for the Time is deducted; and allowing that publick Security is 
 something better than private, I shall state that Interest at 5 per Cent only; then 
  The Interest of £50,000 for the first Year is   £2500:   0:0 
 Do of 41,666: 13:4    2d Year is    2083:   6:8 
 Do of 33,333:   6:8    3d Year is    1666: 13:4 
 Do of 25,000:   0:0    4th Year is    1250:   0:0 
 Do of 16,666: 13:4    5th Year is      833:   6:8 
 Do of   8,333:   6:8    6th Year is      416: 13:4 
          __________ 
      Total of Interest  £8750:   0:0 
 
  This Sum, £8750, taken from £50,000 
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          8,750 
      _______ 
     leaves £41,250 for the true Value of the promisory Notes, 
 or we call them, Bills of Credit, which is always 20 per Cent less than their nominal 
 Value; and if People should compute the Interest at 6 per Cent instead of 5, and have 
 withal any reason to doubt the Punctuality of the Government as to the Time of Payment, 
 their Value would be proportionally lower. 
  We have thus considered the Fund of our intended Bills, the full real Value that 
 Fund can give them, and how much less that real Value is than the nominal Value we 
 mark upon them. (Labaree, 1967, v. 11, pp. 13-15). 
 
While presented differently by Franklin, if his numbers are recalculated to be in terms of the 

percentage of par or face value in the years between emission and final redemption, then his 

present value numbers are the same as those depicted in the model in Figure 3.  

 As shown in Figure 3 and by Franklin, paper money anchored by such tax-redemption 

mechanisms yielded a cumbersome medium of exchange because the current value in the 

marketplace had to be computed by discounting the face value back from its expected future 

redemption date. In 1767, Benjamin Franklin more or less restated this observation when he 

observed, "But such a daily changing Medium is from that Circumstance [time-discounting] 

inconvenient and unfit for the Purposes of Commerce, whose Measures ought to be as much as 

possible fix'd and certain, and easily understood, the common People being incapable of nice 

Computations." (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, p. 36). 

 In 1776, Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations made similar observations which, like 

Franklin's, are consistent with the model depicted in Figure 3. Smith observed (Smith, 1937, pp. 

310-12), 

  The paper currencies of North America consisted, not of bank notes payable to the 
 bearer on demand, but in a government paper, of which the payment was not exigible till 
 several years after it was issued: And...the colony governments paid no interest to the 
 holders of this paper,... But allowing the colony security to be perfectly good, a hundred 
 pounds payable fifteen years hence, for example, in a country where interest is at six per 
 cent. is worth little more than forty pounds ready money.... 
  The paper of each colony being received in the payment of the provincial taxes, 
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 for the full value for which it had been issued, it necessarily derived from this use some 
 additional value, over and above what it would have had, from the real or supposed 
 distance of the term of its final discharge and redemption. This additional value was 
 greater or less, according as the quantity of paper issued was more or less above what 
 could be employed in the payment of taxes of the particular colony which issued it. 
 
Note that Smith only refers to bills having a positive transactions opportunity cost or excess 

utility value when used as a medium for paying local taxes, i.e. the 1/Nth per year tax quota paid, 

and not to colonial paper money having any transaction premium when used as a general media 

of exchange for private transactions in the local marketplace. 

Sequential and Overlapping Zero-Interest Tax Anticipation Notes 

 Monetary emissions were not a one-off exercise for most colonies. Once an emission of 

bills had been taxed out of circulation, another would soon be emitted, and the cycle would 

repeat itself. Often, colonies would issue a new emission of bills before the prior emission had 

been completely removed via tax redemption, thus operating overlapping emission-redemption 

structures, see Table 1 (Appendix). Figures 4 and 5 model the outcome of such sequential and 

overlapping emission-redemption structures based on tax-removal mechanisms. Both Figures 4 

and 5 maintain the same assumptions used to construct Figure 3, using the 1/Nth per year 

redemption-removal model. Figures 4 and 5 simply expand Figure 3 to make the process 

sequential and overlapping. The only differences are that Figure 4 assumes that the tax-

redemption interval for each emission of bills is four years with 1/4th redeemed each year, and 

Figure 5 assumes that the tax-redemption interval for each emission of bills is 10 years with 

1/10th redeemed each year. In addition, the horizontal scales of Figures 4 and 5 are reoriented to 

be forward looking as opposed to retrospective as in Figure 3. 

 Sequential emissions, other things equal, would impart a cyclical or oscillating present 

value to the bills, the longer the emission-to-final-redemption time interval the more amplified  
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Figure 4. Present Value of Bills of Credit between Emission and Redemption under a Pure  
  Tax Redemption Mechanism, with a Four Year Emission Redemption Interval,  
  and with Sequential and Staggered Overlapping Emissions 

 

the oscillation. When emissions are perfectly sequential with no overlap, the four-year  

redemption window in Figure 4 has the present value of its bills cycle between 86% and 100% of 

par, whereas the ten-year redemption window in Figure 5 has the present value of its bills 

cycling between 73% and 100% of par. Such instability, even if perfectly predictable, is not a 

desirable feature for an easy-to-use medium of exchange.  

The above oscillation can be stabilized by having emissions overlap. Overlapping 

emissions with a one-year stagger perfectly stabilizes the present value of the average bill to a 

constant value over time, 92% of par for emissions with a four-year redemption window and 

84% of par for emissions with a ten-year redemption window, see Figures 4 and 5. Even 
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Figure 5. Present Value of Bills of Credit between Emission and Redemption under a Pure  
  Tax Redemption Mechanism, with a Ten Year Emission Redemption Interval,  
  and with Sequential and Staggered Overlapping Emissions 
 

 

overlapping emission-redemption structures that are half the emission-redemption window, i.e. 

an overlapping two-year stagger in Figure 4 and an overlapping five-year stagger in Figure 5, 

substantially reduces the cyclical oscillation from a no-overlap structure. In Figure 4, a median 

overlap stagger yields a cycle between 91% and 93% of par for emissions with a four-year 

redemption window. In Figure 5, a median overlap stagger yields a cycle between 81% and 88% 

of par for emissions with a ten-year redemption window. Densely overlapping emission-

redemption structures, besides being a fiscal smoothing exercise, produce predictable and stable 

present values for the average bill in circulation. While not at their face value, they are not far 
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from their face value when emission-redemption windows are short and the overlap is at least the 

median of the redemption-time interval for each emission. 

  The one complicating issue with overlapping emissions is that with each emission dated 

and distinguishable, while the average of all bills in current circulation might be near par, the 

present value of bills from different emissions currently in circulation would differ. Such 

variation in current values across bills from different but overlapping emissions would make for 

a cumbersome medium of exchange. One way to resolve such was to make tax collection 

fungible across bills of different emissions that were concurrently in circulation, given their 

overlapping emission-redemption windows. As long as the sequence of total taxes collected over 

time equaled the sequence of total emitted bills over time, which bills were used to pay which 

taxes which year among overlapping emissions would not matter.  

 As far as can be currently determined, tax laws passed concurrent with paper money acts 

designed to remove the amount of paper money emitted by those acts did not specifically 

earmark or designate which taxes had to be paid with which emissions—as designated by the 

dates on the bills. As such, fungibility among overlapping and currently outstanding emissions 

for paying all taxes currently due appears to have been the norm, though more research is needed 

to firmly establish this. One of the intended functions of legal tender laws (discussed below) may 

have been to allow fungibility among bills with overlapping emission-redemption windows for 

tax-receipt purposes at equal-value equivalences.10   

Interest-Bearing Tax Anticipation Notes 

 One solution to the problem of maintaining a constant par value for bills of credit under 

anticipated tax-redemption mechanisms would be to pay annual interest on the bills of credit. 

Such payments would have to be made annually, as opposed to an accumulated lump sum earned 
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and then paid in the final redemption year 0. In addition, interest payments would have to be 

separated and extracted from the bills themselves, as opposed to attached permanently to their 

face. Figure 6 models the effect of adding annual interest payments to the present value of bills 

supported otherwise only by an anticipated tax-redemption mechanism. All the assumptions in 

Figure 3 are carried through into Figure 6, except that 6% annual interest payments are made to 

the current holder of the bill. Other things equal, paying this annual interest pushes the present 

value of the bills, measured at annual intervals just before the interest is paid, to within 99% of 

their par value for all years N to 0. As long as annual interest comparable to the market discount 

rate is paid, it does not perceptibly matter whether the tax-redemption system is spread out 

evenly over the redemption interval (1/Nth taxed out per year) or whether all bills are redeemed 

in the final redemption year 0 only (as long as the interest is paid annually). It also does not 

matter, perceptibly, whether the emission-redemption window is a few years or up to 10 or even 

15 years. Bills will circulate for almost exactly their face or par value in all years, as measured at 

annual intervals just before the interest is paid.11 

 Interest bearing bills of credit were occasionally used in the colonies, mostly after 1754 

in New England and briefly in North Carolina and Virginia in the mid-1750s, see Appendix 

Table 1. In 1764, Benjamin Franklin, in the longest speech of his career (among his surviving 

texts), advocated this mechanism for supporting the value of bills of credit issued under a tax-

redemption structure. A key point of this speech was to advocate to the Pennsylvania Assembly 

that the best way to support the value of its proposed 50,000£PA emission was to augment the 

tax-redemption mechanism with annual interest payments. Doing so would eliminate the need 

for a legal tender law, which was a bone of contention between the proprietor, John Penn, and 

the colonial assembly. Franklin also advocated annual interest payments for the U.S. paper 
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Figure 6. Present Value of Bills of Credit between Emission and Redemption under a Pure  
  Tax Redemption Mechanism, with Annual Interest Paid Equal to the Market  
  Discount Rate 
 

Continental dollar first issued in mid-1775. Interest payments, however, were not enacted in 

either case (Oberg, 1992, v. 29, pp. 354-6; Labaree, 1967, v. 11, pp. 15-18).12 

 In some cases, paying an annual interest may have been impractical. In the case of the 

U.S. paper Continental dollar, war prevented the raising of money to pay annual interest. In other 

cases, it may have generated computational inconveniences, or if the interest paid was  

higher than the market discount rate, it could lead to the bills being hoarded as investments rather 

than used as a medium of exchange. In 1767, Franklin commented on the use in New England of 

bills that bore an annual interest and the issues that arose from such. He wrote (Labaree, 1970, v. 
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14, p. 36), 

  Some of the Colonies of New England, who have been many Years restrained 
 from Making Bills a legal Tender, have, in order to keep their Value, and prevent the 
 Inconveniences of a Discount, issued Bills bearing Interest at 5 per Cent. 
  In a little Time after they were issued it became worth while to compute the 
 Interest that had accrued on them. Tables were made showing the Interest arising on any 
 Bill of any Sum for a Year, a Month, a Week, and a Day. And yet with all the Help these 
 Tables could afford, it was a perplexing Thing to the common People to make these 
 Computations, and took up Abundance of Time in Shops and Warehouses, to the great 
 Hindrance of Business, there being sometimes in a Payment of Twenty Shillings, four, 
 five, or more Bills of different Denominations, on which the Interest was to be computed. 
  But the growing Interest had another ill Effect. The Bills were intended for a 
 Currency, and the Interest defeated that Intention. For they were gradually hoarded, and 
 disappear'd long before the Expiration of the Term for which they were omitted: It being 
 a great Convenience to Money'd People to have their Money at Interest, and yet all the 
 while in their Possession, ready for advantageous Purchases if such should offer, which it 
 would not be if out on Mortgages. 
 
 While still needing further research, part of the problem with the interest bearing bills 

that Franklin described in New England may have been with how governments paid the interest 

relative to the frequency with which the bills changed hands—the velocity of circulation (V). 

The analysis in Figure 6 assumes that bills could only change hands as a medium of exchange 

once a year, just after the annual interest was paid to the holder, e.g. V = 1. It also assumes that 

the interest payments could not be deferred, accrued, accumulated, or otherwise attached to a 

given bill from a multi-year emission-to-redemption issuance. Under these two conditions, the 

problems Franklin listed should not have existed and bills should have always traded at par as 

illustrated in Figure 6. However, if either of these two conditions did not hold, then bills would 

not trade at par over the relevant transacting interval. 

 Figure 7 shows what happens if annual interest was allowed to accrue across a multi-year 

emission-to-redemption issuance and was then paid as an accumulated lump sum to the last 

holder of the bill at the end of the redemption window (year 0). Under such a scenario, the 

present value of a bill would start substantially below par at emission and end substantially 
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Figure 7. Present Value of Bills of Credit between Emission and Redemption under a Pure  
  Tax Redemption Mechanism, with Annual Interest Paid Equal to the Market  
  Discount Rate But Paid as an Accumulated Lump Sum at the End of the   
  Redemption Window 
 
 
above par at final redemption, depending on the length of the emission-to-redemption interval. 

Figure 7 uses all the structures and assumptions used in Figures 3 and 6, except that annual 

interest is only paid as an accumulated lump sum at the end in year 0. Paying interest in this 

manner could have led to the speculation in, and the hoarding of, bills that Franklin noted in his 

observations (quoted above), though more research is needed to establish this as a cause.13   

 Figure 8 shows the monthly present value of bills within the annual interest payment 

interval. Suppose bills pay an annual interest but change hands more frequently as a medium of 

exchange, such as monthly. What would the present value of such bills be each month between 
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Figure 8. The Present Value of Bills of Credit between Annual Interest Rate Payments 
 
 
the annual interest payment points? Figure 8 uses all the structures and assumptions used in 

Figures 3 and 6, except that it shows what the present value would be with different annual 

interest rates paid at the end of the year, e.g. a zero, 2, 3, 4, and 6% annual interest paid, for the 

preceding 12 months (after the last interest payment but before the next interest payment). As 

long as the transaction frequency is shorter than the interest payment frequency, the present 

value of bills will not equal par between the interest payment intervals. For annual interest rates 

that are between zero and market discount rate, the present value of  

bills will be below par early in the year and above par later in the year.  

 Setting the annual interest rate equal to the discount rate, 6% in Figure 8, makes the 
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present value of bills equal to par only at the beginning of the year and above par thereafter, 

reaching 6% above par by year's end. After the interest is paid at years end the bill's present 

value drops back to par for the start of the next year, and the cycle repeats. Setting the annual 

interest rate equal to zero (with final redemption of the principal at year's end) makes the present 

value of the bill start out at 6% below par at the beginning of the year, rising steadily until it 

reaches par at the end of the year. If bills are issued in one-year emission-to-redemption 

sequence, then this pattern repeats at the start of the next year. Between these extremes, an 

annual interest rate set equal to half the market discount rate, 3% in Figure 8, makes a bill's 

present value equal par in the middle of the year, half way between interest payment points. At 

the beginning of the year it starts at 3% below par. It rises steadily to 3% above par by year's 

end. After the interest is paid at year's end, the bill's present value drops back to 3% below par 

for the start of the next year, and the cycle repeats.  

The only way to use interest payments to counterbalance discounting so that bills always 

trade at par is to set the interest rate equal to the discount rate, and set the interest payment 

interval equal to the transaction frequency interval. When the transaction frequency is shorter 

than the interest payment frequency, then traders in the marketplace will have to recalculate the 

current present value of each bill used as a medium of exchange to account for when the future 

holder of the bill will receive an interest payment. 

 Whether these conditions were actually present in New England in this period and thus 

explain Franklin's observations (quoted above) is a topic of future research. Franklin, however, 

does say that the interest bearing bills issued "...were intended for a Currency,..." and that people 

had to compute the interest accruing on them "...for a Year, a Month, a Week, and a Day" 

(quoted above). This suggests that the transaction interval, the frequency with which bills 
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changed hands as a medium of exchange (V), was relatively short, being monthly, weekly or 

even daily—shorter than the annual interest payment interval. Thus, Figure 8 may illustrate an 

important constraint in using interest payments to support the value of bills of credit.  

 The solution to this problem would be to make the interest payment interval equal to the 

transaction interval. Assuming the interest rate chosen equals the market discount rate; if money 

changes hands monthly, weekly, or daily, then making the interest payments to bill holders 

monthly, weekly, or daily, respectively, would cause bills to trade at par whenever used to 

execute current transactions. However, the transactions cost of making interest payments to bill 

holders at very frequent intervals, such as monthly, weekly, or daily, would likely swamp the 

within-year variation in the present value of the bills when interest was only paid annually. Such 

high transactions costs of effecting very frequent interest payments may explain both why sub-

annual interest payments were never observed and why supporting bills of credit through paying 

interest was somewhat rare. As such, the best that might be achieved using this method would be 

to choose an annual interest rate near the mid-point between zero and the market discount rate, 

thus keeping the bill's present value as near par as possible, plus or minus 3% of par at its 

extremes in Figure 8. This last point might explain why colonies that did pay an annual interest 

on their bills tended to choose a rate less than the prevailing market interest (discount) rate, see 

Appendix Table 1. 

 In 1775, when Franklin advocated having the Continental Dollar pay an annual interest as 

a way to support its current value, it may have been because Continental Dollars were large 

denomination bills unfit for general circulation as a currency. They also had long redemption 

intervals (Grubb 2011b). Franklin may have expected that their transaction frequency would not 

necessarily be shorter than an annual interest payment, and given the multi-year emission-to-
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redemption interval, annual interest payments would have been sufficient to maintain their value 

at par, as illustrated in Figure 6. As such, Franklin's apparently shifting views on whether bills 

should pay an interest (yes in 1764, no in 1767, and yes in 1775), may actually be consistent 

when considering that they were conditional on the expected transaction frequency of the bills 

relative to the cost-effective frequency over which interest payments could be made. 

Model Testing: Exchange Rate Evidence from Four Colonies, 1745-1775 

 Figure 9 reports the market exchange value of four colonies' bills of credit from 1745 

through 1775, presented as the percentage of their respective par value to sterling. These four 

colonies, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and South Carolina, relied throughout this period 

principally on the anticipated tax-redemption mechanism to support the value of their bills. 

Virginia only started emitting bills in 1755. These four colonies also have more or less 

continuous and dense exchange rate data for these years. Before 1745, the exchange rate 

evidence is spotty with par rates that are less certain. Other colonies either did not principally 

rely on the tax-redemption mechanism to support the value of their bills in this period or did not 

have dense enough exchange rate evidence to be of reliable use.14 

 Virginia is an intriguing case. Virginia's exchange values start near par in 1755-6 and 

then plummet more-or-less continuously to a low of 78% of par by 1765. Thereafter they rise to, 

and oscillate around, par through 1775. Econometric estimates identify a structural break in 

Virginia's exchange rate around 1765. The Virginia exchange rate series is non-stationary  

between 1757 and 1775, but becomes stationary when an explicit structural break is included at 

1765. The exchange rate series for the other three colonies in Figure 9 are stationary throughout 

(Grubb, 2003, p. 1786; 2010, pp. 133-35). The relative performance of Virginia's exchange rate 

between 1757 and 1765 differs markedly from that of the other three colonies illustrated in  
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Figure 9. Market Exchange Rates as a Percentage of Their Respective Par Rates in Four  
  Colonies, 1745-1775 
 
Source: McCusker (1978, pp. 156-167, 175-188, 205-214, 220-226). 
 
Notes: Par rates are 1.7777£NY New York paper pounds, 1.6667£PA Pennsylvania paper pounds, 
1.25£VA Virginia paper pounds, and 7£SC South Carolina paper pounds equals 1£sterling pound 
sterling. The par rate is then divided by the market rate to get the numbers graphed. 
 

Figure 9. This "poor" performance of Virginia's bills of credit have been considered the primary  

cause behind Parliament's passage of the Currency Act of 1764 which disallowed legal tender 

laws in the colonies south of New England. 

 Malfeasance and embezzlement by Virginia officials has been the primary explanation 

for this “poor” performance (Ernst, 1973, pp. 51-88, 174-96).15  An alternative explanation is  

offered here based on shifts in the tax-redemption mechanism used by Virginia. In the first two 
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years of issuing bills of credit, 1755 and 1756, Virginia used an interest-bearing tax anticipation 

note with a relatively short redemption window (see Table 1 Appendix). The annual interest rate 

paid was 5%. This structure is basically that shown in Figures 6 and 8 (above). The average 

exchange value of Virginia bills in 1755-56 was 97% of par, which is very close to the predicted 

rate in Figures 6 and 8 for this structure of the anticipated tax-redemption mechanism, especially 

considering that the 5% paid might be low relative to the market discount rate. 

 Virginia did not pay interest on post-1756 emissions. For bills emitted from 1757 through 

1762, Virginia shifted to a non-interest-bearing tax anticipation structure with longish 

redemption windows per emission (around 10 years) but with densely overlapping emissions, see 

Table 1 (Appendix). This structure is basically that shown in Figure 5 (above). The average 

exchange value of Virginia bills from 1757 through 1762 was 88% of par, but with some 

oscillation between 82% and 91%. This is very close to the predicted rates and oscillating pattern 

shown in Figure 5 for this structure of the anticipated tax-redemption mechanism.  

 Finally, from 1769 through 1774, Virginia maintained the non-interest-bearing nature of 

its tax anticipation notes but shifted to a shorter redemption window per emission (between two 

and five years) while using near-median overlapping emissions, see Table 1 (Appendix). This 

structure is basically that shown in Figure 4 (above). The average exchange value of Virginia 

bills from 1769 through 1774 was par, but with an oscillation of plus or minus 4 to 6 percentage 

points around this average. This is very close to the predicted rates and oscillating pattern in 

Figure 4, though somewhat above the average level predicted in Figure 4. In conclusion, the 

exchange value of Virginia's bills between 1757 and 1775, compared with that for other colonies, 

mirrors the various modeled versions of the anticipated tax-redemption mechanism—shifting 

from Figures 6 and 8 to Figure 5 to Figure 4 over this time period.  
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 For the other three colonies depicted in Figure 9, New York, Pennsylvania, and South 

Carolina, the tax-redemption mechanism employed from 1745 through 1775 were similar, i.e. 

zero-interest bearer-bond bills with a mixture of moderate to longish redemption windows per 

emission (3 to 11 years) and with a moderate degree of overlap across sequential emissions. This 

mechanism is a mixture of that depicted in Figures 4 and 5 (above). Mixing these two figures 

together yields an oscillating pattern between 5 and 15 percentage points of par. Figure 9 shows 

that this prediction is approximately confirmed in the data for these three colonies. The one 

puzzle or divergence between the models shown in Figures 4 and 5 and the data shown in Figure 

9 is in the average level of exchange values observed. The average percentage of par is higher in 

the data in Figure 9 than what would be predicted by a mixture of models in Figures 4 and 5. In 

particular, explaining how and why the market exchange value could occasionally bounce above 

par is problematic. Setting aside measurement error, it could be that, as illustrated in Figure 3, 

the excess utility value or transactions opportunity cost of using these bills within these colonies 

as a media of exchange was positive, thus pushing the present value curves in Figures 3, 4, and 5 

up toward par. In fact, the high exchange value of bills in these colonies depicted in Figure 9 

relative to their pure present value calculations as shown in Figures 4 and 5 might be taken as 

evidence of the existence of some excess utility value or positive transactions opportunity cost of 

using these bills as a media of exchange within each of these three colonies. 

 The particular years when the market exchange value bounced above par may also afford 

some explanation. The market exchange value for New York bills and for Pennsylvania bills first 

bounced noticeably above par during the latter part of the Seven Years' War. In these colonies, 

this war occasioned a tremendous expansion and then contraction of local bills of credit as well 

as massive inflows and outflows of specie monies (Grubb 2004, p. 345; McCusker, 1978, p. 
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180). Similarly, above par market exchange values were observed for New York, Pennsylvania, 

and Virginia in the late 1760s and for all four colonies in the early 1770s. These were years of 

import boycotts against the British to protest imperial taxes. In addition, a sharp transatlantic 

credit contraction occurred in 1772-1773 (Sheridan, 1960). These unsettling events drove 

macroeconomic conditions in ways that might account for the high levels observed for the 

market exchange value of bills relative to par in Figure 9. More work, however, needs to be done 

before such events can be used to fully explain the relative high levels shown in Figure 9.   

The Sinking Fund Mechanism 

 Maryland was the only colony to rely principally on a sinking fund to anchor the value of 

its paper money—the Maryland pound (£MD). In 1733 Maryland authorized the emission of 

90,000£MD. Maryland set the par or face value of the Maryland pound at 1 £MD = 0.75£Sterling = 

200lbs of tobacco in terms of tax equivalence assessments (£Sterling = pounds sterling). Maryland 

also established a sinking fund that would redeem the £MD at par in sterling, and thereby 

permanently remove it from circulation, at fixed future dates. One-third, 30,000£MD, would be 

redeemed in 1748, and the remaining two-thirds, 60,000£MD, would be redeemed in 1764. The 

sinking fund was filled by a tax of 15 pence sterling on each hogshead of tobacco exported from 

the colony. This tax was in place from 1734 through 1764. The tax receipts were used to 

purchase stock in the Bank of England. The bank stock would be liquidated at the designated 

dates with the proceeds (which were in sterling) used to redeem £MD at par in sterling, namely to 

purchase £MD at the rate of 1 £MD = 0.75£Sterling. The accumulation of sterling values in the 

sinking fund was more than sufficient to execute the 1748 and the 1764 redemptions as legislated 

in 1733, and Maryland successfully executed the redemptions in 1748 and 1764 and removed 

these Maryland pounds from circulation as promised. 
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 Initially, subjects thought they could use the Maryland pounds emitted under the 1733 

paper money act to pay contemporaneous taxes. While Maryland's 1733 paper money law 

allowed many contemporaneous taxes to be paid in Maryland paper pounds, the law had a 

loophole that soon eliminated this option in practice.16  Maryland taxes that could be paid in 

Maryland paper pounds were collected by local sheriffs who were allowed to keep a percentage 

of the taxes collected as payment for their services. Tax assessments were quoted in "current 

money" units-of-account where 1 £MD = 200 lbs of tobacco. The 1733 paper money act stated 

that £MD could be used before April 10th to pay taxes, but after April 10th the sheriff could 

demand payment in tobacco. From 1726 through 1733, the price of 200lbs of tobacco < 1 £MD, 

making a given tax collected in £MD more valuable than the same "current money" tax 

assessment collected in tobacco. But after 1733, the price of 200lbs of tobacco > 1 £MD, making a 

given tax collected in tobacco more valuable than the same "current money" tax assessment 

collected in £MD. After 1733, sheriffs came out ahead collecting taxes in tobacco rather than in 

£MD. Basically, sheriffs made themselves scarce before April 10th or refused to collect taxes 

before April 10th, and then after April 10th demanded that taxes be paid in tobacco, which was 

their right. Therefore, within a few years of the passage of the 1733 paper money act, the primary 

mechanism anchoring the value of the £MD was only the sinking fund.  

 As such, the expected or present value of a £MD, given that Marylanders could see that the 

sinking fund was accumulating enough value to redeem the £MD as promised, would equal its 

face or par value (0.75£Sterling) only at its specified future redemption dates. Before those dates 

the expected or present value of a £MD would equal its face value time-discounted back from its 

redemption date, namely PV of a £MD = [e-r(t-i)]. Where: PV = present value (current value in year 

i); t = final redemption date; and r = the discount or interest rate. As such, the £MD morphed into a 
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zero-interest bearer bond, functioning as money only like a current U.S. saving bond would 

function as money. The current value is not the face value, but the face value time-discounted 

back from its future redemption date. While it might still function as money, the necessity of 

constantly calculating its present value depending on the year of the transaction made for a 

cumbersome medium of exchange.  

 Figure 10 plots the contemporaneous exchange value of the £MD relative to par from 1734 

to 1765. It also plots the PV of the £MD discounted back from its 1748 and 1764 redemption dates 

using a 2%, a 4%, and a 6% discount rate. The PV calculation was adjusted to account for the 

two-part redemption scheme, namely one-third redeemed in 1748 and two-thirds redeemed in 

1764. In 1748, Marylanders would turn in all their £MD and receive one-third in sterling at par 

and two-thirds in newly issued replacement £MD that would be redeemed at par in sterling only in 

1764. As such, the PV of a £MD pre-1749 was [1/3e-r(t1-i) + 2/3e-r(t2-i)], with t1 starting in 1748 and 

t2 starting in 1764, i being equal to the current year, and r being the discount rate. The PV of a 

£MD post-1748 was [e-r(t2-i)], being the PV of only the new replacement £MD in the public's hands 

between 1749 and 1764. It is the structure of this two-part redemption scheme that imparts a 

discontinuity to the PV curves in Figure 10.  

 Figure 10 shows that the exchange value of the £MD after 1735 tracks within the 2% to 

6% PV bans, at least up through 1750. From 1750 to 1759, it more closely follows the 2% PV 

curve. From 1733 through 1735 Marylanders thought that £MD could be used to pay 

contemporaneous taxes. As such, the exchange value hovered between 85% and 95% of par in 

1734-35, as the analysis in Figures 4 and 5 (above) would suggest. However, by 1736, as it 

become known that sheriffs would not accept £MD for taxes, and the PV of the £MD was anchored 

only by the sinking fund, the £MD took on a zero-interest bearer-bond quality with its PV 
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Figure 10. The Exchange Rate Value of Colonial Maryland's Paper Money, 1734-1765 
 
Source: Derived from McCusker (1978, pp. 202-203).  
 
Notes: The exchange rate value of Maryland paper pounds relative to par is [(100 * 133.33) / X] 
where X is number of Maryland pounds needed to purchase 100 pounds sterling. See the text for 
how the present values of Maryland pounds are calculated. 
 
 
exhibiting rational bond pricing behavior. The most common interest rate in Maryland on 

reasonably safe investments was 4%, which was the rate the Maryland government charged its 

subjects on mortgage loans of paper money. A small portion of the authorized paper money 

emission had been set aside for this use. As such, from 1736 through 1750, the £MD looks as if it 

was priced approximately as a zero-interest bearer bond would be rationally priced, given a 

strong expectation that the principal would be paid on time as promised. After Maryland 
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demonstrated in 1748 that its pledge of redemption was credible by actually redeeming one-third 

of the authorized £MD as promised, the £MD was priced from 1750 through 1760 at a premium 

discount closer to 2% than 4%. After 1760, as redemption neared, the £MD was again priced 

nearer a 4% discount (a rational bond pricing outcome), in part because redemption, while 

certain, was not completed until 1765, namely a year after that initially promised.  

 This outcome of Maryland's monetary experiment was described by Benjamin Franklin in 

a paper on "The Legal Tender of Paper Money in America," presented to a Ministry in Britain on 

13 February 1767. Therein, Franklin explained, with regard to the Maryland paper pound: 

 ...a Bill [of credit] promising Payment at Distant Periods of Time,...depending solely on 
 such distant Payment for its Value, how good soever the Security that the Payment shall 
 be punctually made, is not and cannot possibly be of Value equal to the Sum expressed in 
 it, but must suffer a Discount in Proportion to the Time. Hence the Discount will be 
 greatest soon after the Bills are issued, that is, as soon as the Nature of them begins to be 
 understood; and, as the Term of Payment approaches, the Discount will gradually become 
 less till it amounts to nothing worth Notice. 
  But such a daily changing Medium is from that Circumstance inconvenient and 
 unfit for the Purposes of Commerce, whose Measures ought to be as much as possible 
 fixed and certain, and easily understood, the common People being incapable of nice 
 Computations (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 35-8).  
 
In this paper, Franklin described the outcome as shown in Figure 10 almost perfectly, as well as 

the institutional and legal conditions in Maryland that brought this outcome about. 

The Role of Legal Tender Laws 

 Many contemporaries, and numerous scholars since, assumed that legal tender laws 

supported the value of bills of credit in colonial America and were the primary reason why bills 

traded at their face value. This assumption, however, is erroneous. Legal tender laws per se 

cannot make paper money trade at its face value in specie. In 1764, Benjamin Franklin, in the 

longest speech of his career (among his surviving texts), explained to the Pennsylvania Assembly 

the fallacy of thinking that legal tender laws per se could support, determine, or fix the specie 
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value of their bills of credit (Labaree, 1967, v. 11, p. 14), 

 And indeed of what Force can it [a legal tender law] be to fix an arbitrary Value on the 
 Bills [of Credit], unless the Value of all Things to be purchased by the Bills could be fix'd 
 by the same Law. I want to buy a Suit of Cloth, and am told by the Seller, that his Price is 
 20s. [20 Shillings or 1 Pound] a Yard. Very well, say I, cut me off 5 Yards, and here are 
 five 20s. Bills for you. I beg your Pardon, says he, the 20s. that I mean is 20s. lawful 
 Money, according to such an Act of Parliament: Your Paper Money is greatly depreciated 
 of late; it is of no more than half its nominal Value, your 20s. is really worth but ten; so 
 that if you pay me in those 20s. Bills you must give ten of them for five Pounds. Don't 
 talk so to me, says I, you are oblig'd by Act of Assembly to take these Bills at 20s. each. 
 Very well, says he, if I must take them so I must; but as the Law sets no Price on my 
 Goods, if you pay me with those Bills at 20s. each, my Cloth is 40s. a Yard, and so you 
 must still give me ten of them; and pray then what becomes of your [Legal Tender] Law? 
 
In 1767, Franklin also pointed out that in some colonies where bills of credit had been made a 

legal tender they still traded below face value (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, p. 35). In 1776, Adam Smith 

in the Wealth of Nations echoed Franklin's point when Smith stated, "A positive law may render 

a shilling a legal tender for a guinea; because it may direct the courts of justice to discharge the 

debtor who has made that tender. But no positive law can oblige a person who sells goods, and 

who is at liberty to sell or not to sell, as he pleases, to accept of a shilling as equivalent to a 

guinea in the price of them." (Smith, 1937, p. 311). In 1788, Franklin made a more succinct and 

clear statement of this principal, "The making of paper [money] with such a sanction [a legal 

tender law] is...a folly, since, although you may by law oblige a citizen to take it for his goods, 

you cannot fix his prices; and his liberty of rating them as he pleases, which is the same as 

setting what value he pleases on your money, defeats your sanction." (Smyth, 1907, v. 9, p. 638).  

 In other words, suppose I have a good for sale that is worth 1 £Sterling and I post its price 

as 1 £Sterling which at par or face value would be the same as 1.33 £MD. However, suppose that the 

present value of a £MD is currently 90% of its face or par value. As such, I would set my posted 

prices for the good in question to be 1 £Sterling or 1.48 £MD. I would have a two-tier price system 

that reflected the present value of the bills of credit in the current marketplace relative to their 
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face or par value. A legal tender law that requires that I accept the bills of credit but does not 

control prices or exchange rates cannot by itself support the value of the bills of credit and push 

their present value toward trading at their face or par value in sterling or specie. 

 Now suppose that legal tender laws also include a statement fixing the par or face value 

of the bills of credit in specie, for example, saying that not only are £MD a legal tender and cannot 

be refused in payment, but that the valuation in exchange must be at its par or face value of 1.33 

£MD equals 1 £Sterling. Many of the emissions of bills of credit that were identified as being 

covered by legal tender laws in Table 1 (Appendix) explicitly or implicitly included fixing the 

exchange rate at par. When a bill said on its face that it was valued in specie, or in proclamation 

value, or as lawful money, or in current money, in conjunction with a legal tender law, this often 

meant that the legal tender law was also fixing the exchange rate of the bills of credit to sterling, 

or in some cases to silver dollars, at the par rate of exchange. Under such a restriction the good I 

had for sale for which I posted a price of 1 £Sterling would now sell for 1.33 £MD if someone 

offered 1.33 £MD for it (I could not refuse this offer under the legal tender law that also fixed the 

par of exchange) even if the present value of a £MD was currently 90% of its face or par value in 

the marketplace. I want to be paid 1.48 £MD for the good but I cannot post that price or refuse the 

offer of 1.33 £MD if I post the good's price as 1 £Sterling.  

 However, even a legal tender law with stated exchange rate equivalence to sterling or 

specie cannot support the value of bills of credit or cause that value to be closer to its face or par 

value. For example, the £MD issued in 1733 was made a legal tender (with a few minor 

exceptions) with its par exchange rate set at 1.33 £MD equal to 1 £Sterling. Yet, as Figure 10 shows, 

it traded at a present value well below that par value for most of 1733 through 1764. In other 

words, traders in the marketplace could effectively nullify the effect of the law and so not be 
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forced to sell goods at the equivalence of 1.33 £MD equal to 1 £Sterling. The way they could nullify 

the intended effect of this law was simply to not post or contract in prices in specie or sterling 

units, but only in monetary units of the bills of credit. For example, take the good that I want to 

sell that is worth 1 £Sterling. If currently the present value of £MD is 90% of its par or face value, I 

would be willing to (indifferent to) accepting 1.48 £MD for the good or 1 £Sterling. If I post the 

price as 1 £Sterling I may be forced to accept 1.33 £MD in payment under a legal tender law that 

fixes the par exchange rate, thus losing money. I cannot post a two-tier price of 1 £Sterling or 1.48 

£MD because having posted a price of 1 £Sterling I could not refuse 1.33 £MD in payment under the 

legal tender law which also fixes the par of exchange.  

 The solution, however, is easy. I simply stop posting or contracting prices in sterling or 

specie units. I only contract or post prices in bills of credit. I post my price for the good in 

question to be 1.48 £MD only. Under the legal tender law 1.48 £MD is equal to 1.11 £Sterling. But I 

cannot sell the good for 1.11 £Sterling because that price is above its worth and no one will pay it. 

The good is actually worth, and I would accept, 1 £Sterling in lieu of 1.48 £MD, but I do not publicly 

say that. I would take the offer of 1 £Sterling in lieu of 1.48 £MD but only under-the-table or off-the-

record as a favor or discount off the 1.11 £Sterling par equivalence to the 1.48 £MD posted price 

fixed by the legal tender law. Thus, I have completely nullified the legal tender law's effort to 

support the par value of the bills of credit by fixing a par exchange rate.  

 The testable hypothesis that results from this discussion is that when legal tender laws 

with fixed par exchange rates to sterling are passed and enforced, then pricing in the marketplace 

and in contracts should gravitate to being dominated by pricing in the bills-of-credit monetary 

unit. This hypothesis has yet to be systematically tested, but some preliminary findings are 

suggestive. When the U.S. Congress issued the paper Continental dollar beginning in mid-1775 it 
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was not initially a legal tender. Pricing in the Philadelphia marketplace in dollar units was well 

under 40% of all price statements. In early 1777 Congress asks the states to make the Continental 

dollar a legal tender, which the states quickly did. The Continental dollar also fixed a specie 

exchange rate to par—stating on its face that one Continental Dollar equaled one silver dollar. 

After making it a legal tender, pricing in the Philadelphia market quickly shifted to being 

dominated in dollar units, reaching over 90% of all price statements in the market. On 20 March 

1780, Congress asked the states to remove the Continental dollar's legal tender status, which the 

states did by 1781. Dollar-pricing of transactions in the Philadelphia marketplace collapsed to 

below 40% in 1781, back to where it was before the Continental dollar was made a legal tender 

with a fixed specie exchange rate to par, see Figure 11. While suggestive, systematic tests for 

other episodes in colonial America still need to be done. 

 In conclusion, for contemporaneous transactions, especially those involving repeat trades, 

legal tender laws with fixed exchange rates to sterling set at par would not support the value of 

the bills of credit and would not push them toward being traded at par or face value. The only 

result would be to transform pricing in the marketplace so that it would be dominated by 

expressions in the bills-of-credit monetary unit. If a seller happened to price in £Sterling and was 

forced by a customer under the auspices of the legal tender law to accepted paper bills of credit 

at par value instead of at their present market value, the seller would quickly adapt by 1)  

not pricing in £Sterling anymore but only in bills-of-credit monetary units, and/or 2) never dealing 

with that customer again. Faced with this outcome, customers, especially repeat customers, 

would not force sellers to take bills of credit at par rates but only at present value market rates. 

These sellers and customers would still privately contract and price in both sterling and bills of 

credit and consummate such trades at their present value exchange rate, without invoking the  
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Figure 11. Price Postings in Different Monetary Units: The Effect of Legal Tender Laws— 
  The Case of Continental Paper Dollars in the Philadelphia Market 
 
Source: The Pennsylvania Gazette, 1774-1790 
 
 
legal tender law and its fixed exchange of bills for sterling at par. 

 Legal tender laws with fixed exchange rates, however, could cause havoc in non-

contemporaneous trades that ended up in court when contracts are breached. Non-

contemporaneous trades are when the payments by one party are at some future date from the 

initial contract, or the initial delivery of the goods that corresponds to those payments. Breach of 

contract is when the party who pays last, the debtor or purchaser, reneges on the promised 

payment to the party who paid first, the creditor or seller. The creditor or plaintiff would sue the 
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debtor in court seeking to recover the promised payment. When finding in favor of the plaintiff 

or creditor, courts would make the plaintiff whole by enforcing the payment promised. In cases 

where the defendant or debtor either could not deliver the specific payment promised, e.g. did 

not have the specific horse he promised to deliver, or the specific specie coins he promised to 

pay, or where the contractual payment was vague regarding the monetary instrument, such as "16 

pounds", the courts had to assign a monetary substitute that would make the plaintiff whole.  

 The presence of a legal tender law essentially tied the hands of the courts in these breach 

of contract cases. The monetary substitute assigned to make the plaintiff whole had to be the 

designated legal tender. The issue for the courts was whether the legal tender monetary substitute 

would be priced at its present value or at its par value. If the courts priced it at its present value, 

then the plaintiff was indeed made whole and no injustice would be done. Benjamin Franklin 

claimed that in Pennsylvania this was indeed the case. In 1767, Franklin observed, "...it having 

ever been a constant rule there [in Pennsylvania] to consider British debts [those in sterling] as 

payable in Britain, and not to be discharged but by as much paper [money] as would purchase a 

bill for the full sterling sum." Franklin goes on to write in a draft petition, "...in the Courts of 

Justice [in Pennsylvania], full satisfaction has ever been given in discharge of debts due to the 

British merchant [in sterling valuation]..." In 1760 the British Board of Trade made the same 

observation. They concluded that Pennsylvania had been exempted from Parliament's 1751 

Currency Act that forbid making paper money a legal tender because, "...the province had, 

without a Law, come of itself very near the regulation which the Law would have prescribed." 

(Labaree, 1966, v. 9, p. 149; 1970, v. 14, pp. 34-36, 80, 185). 

 But what if the courts used the legal tender par rate to make the plaintiff whole in breach 

of contract cases? This may have been the case in colonies such as Virginia in the early 1760s 
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and New England in the 1740s (though such needs to be researched and established more 

thoroughly). In such cases, the plaintiff would not be made whole, but would be paid less than 

the sum originally contracted, the size of the underpayment being the gap between the current 

present value of the bills of credit and their par value. Knowing that judges and courts would use 

the par value rather than the present value when using the legal tender to make plaintiffs whole 

in breach-of-contract cases could lead to strategic behavior by debtors and unjust outcomes for 

creditors, especially among non-repeat traders. During periods when bills of credit had a present 

value well below their respective par values, debtors would be increasingly tempted to breach 

their contracts knowing that courts would count bills at their par rates. Such suspected behavior 

in New England in the 1740s, and in Virginia in the late 1750s and early 1760s, appears to have 

been behind Parliament's passage of the 1751 and 1764 Currency Acts, respectively. 

 In 1776, Adam Smith, in the Wealth of Nations, made a similar observation. He said,  
 
  The paper currencies of North America consisted...in a government paper, of 
 which the payment was not exigible till several years after it was issued: And though the 
 colony governments paid no interest to the holders of this paper, they declared it to be, 
 and in fact rendered it, a legal tender of payment for full value for which it was issued. 
 But allowing the colony security to be perfectly good, a hundred pounds payable fifteen 
 years hence...in a country where interest is at six per cent. is worth little more than forty 
 pounds ready money. To oblige a creditor...to accept of this as full payment for a debt of 
 a hundred pounds actually paid down in ready money, was an act of such violent 
 injustice, as has scarce...been attempted by the government of any other country which 
 pretended to be free. It bears the evident mark of having originally been...a scheme of 
 fraudulent debtors to cheat their creditors....  
  No law, therefore could be more equitable than the act of parliament, so unjustly 
 complained of in the colonies, which declared that no paper currency to be emitted there 
 in time coming, should be a legal tender in payment (Smith, 1937, pp. 310-11). 
 
Smith's analysis of the initial conditions of colonial paper money regarding discounted valuation 

is not that different from what Franklin stated in his 1767 paper "The Legal Tender of Paper 

Money in America" (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 32-39). Their conclusions regarding the effect of 

legal tender laws on these initial conditions were, however, diametrically opposed. Smith 
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assumes that courts would assign the legal tender substitute at its par exchange value to specie, 

whereas Franklin points out that, at least in the middle colonies, the courts used the present value 

of the legal tender when assigning it as a payment substitute in breach-of-contract cases. Smith 

relied heavily on William Douglass, a strident anti-paper-money polemicist from New England, 

for his information about paper money in America (Smith, 1937, p. 310; Davis, 1964, v. 3-4). 

Smith's views of colonial paper money may have been colored by this reliance.  

 So what role did legal tender laws serve? If they did not really support the value of paper 

money, and they potentially caused havoc when misapplied by judges and courts in breach-of-

contract cases, what good were they? Franklin gives a hint in 1767 when he wrote that the 

purpose of legal tender laws was "...the convenience to the possessor where every one is oblig'd 

to take them..." (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, p. 34). While not fully articulated by Franklin, or any 

other writer that I know of from this period, from the totality of Franklin's writings on the 

subject, this appears to mean solving the short-run or temporary hold-up problem in trade. 

Franklin sees outside monies (specie or sterling values) as being prone to substantial and 

unexpected short-run fluctuations in availability, say due to unexpected foreign trade shocks. 

Inside monies (the paper bills of credit of the colonies) were not prone to these effects as they 

had no exportable value. If a creditor who was owed a payment in outside money could refuse 

being paid in an equivalent amount of inside money at its present value exchange rate, then the 

creditor could exert undue short-term leverage over the debtor when outside money was 

unexpectedly and temporarily scarce. Under such circumstances, the creditor could extract 

(extort) more payment than the expected present value equivalent of outside money owed by the 

debtor by threatening the debtor with prison for non-payment of the specific outside money 

contracted. Given enough time, the debtor could solve this problem, exchanging inside for 
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outside money at the present value rate of exchange. It is the presence of short-run windows of 

trade disruption that creates these temporary hold-up extortion opportunities for creditors. Legal 

tender laws removed this creditor-extortion possibility, e.g. Shylock's demand for a literal pound 

of flesh and no equivalent (Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice), by requiring the creditor to accept 

the market equivalent of bills of credit in payment. 

 But then why have legal tender laws that stated the par equivalence of the bills in sterling 

or some other outside money unit? In most cases, this appears to be how colonial assemblies 

anchored in law the tax redemption payment equivalence of bills of credit for tax-receipt 

purposes. When a bill was to be redeemed through paying a tax or mortgage payment designed 

to pull the bill out of circulation, the taxpayer or a mortgage holder could always pay in specie or 

sterling instead. In fact, if a taxpayer or mortgage holder did not have the bills of credit needed to 

pay their tax or mortgage, they had to be allowed to pay in some other lawful way. The 

government had to specify the equivalence of value between bills and this other lawful payment. 

It was this alternative payment in sterling or specie that anchored the value of the bills of credit 

to a par exchange rate in sterling at final redemption. Legal tender laws with a set par exchange 

rate of bills for sterling were simply fixing the final redemption year 0 point in Figure 3. Legal 

tender laws with fixed par exchange rates were simple ways for the colonial government to state 

and allow this outcome.  

 When Parliament's 1764 Currency Act banned legal tender laws in the colonies outside of 

New England, colonial assemblies were unsure if their tax-redemption method of anchoring the 

value of their paper money would still work. Several colonies south of New England either 

stopped or substantially curtailed their emission of bills of credit after 1764, at least through 

1775, e.g. see New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, and perhaps North and South Carolina in 
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Table 1 (Appendix). Other colonies discovered that the method of emitting bills of credit backed 

by future tax redemptions would still work even without a de jure legal tender law if the issuing 

government acted as if it was still bound by a legal tender law, namely operated a de facto legal 

tender law for public debts (taxes and government-issued mortgage payments), e.g. see 

Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Georgia in Table 1 (Appendix). Parliament's 1773 Currency Act 

revised the 1764 Currency Act to formally allow legal tender laws but only for the payment of 

public debts, i.e. local taxes (Ernst, 1973, pp. 308-11). 

  Legal tender laws may have served one other positive function within the colonial 

monetary system. While not fully articulated as argued here, in 1767 Franklin offered the 

following reason for the presence of legal tender laws in America (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 35-

36). For bills of credit anchored by a tax-redemption and mortgage-redemption structure, there 

was a time discount built into their current value, see Figure 3. Staggered overlapping emissions 

could stabilize the average present value of these bills of credit, see Figures 4 and 5. However, 

having bills of credit from different emissions with different redemption dates and hence 

different current present values circulating concurrently created a cumbersome medium of 

exchange. If each emission was priced correctly at its present value, minor valuation differences 

among concurrent emissions in circulation would raise the transactions cost of using the paper 

money as a medium of exchange. A legal tender law that did not make a distinction between 

which bills were paid to satisfy which taxes among concurrently circulating bills from 

overlapping emission, as long as total taxes where equal to or greater than the total bills to be 

redeemed, would reduce such present value difference among overlapping emissions currently 

outstanding. As such, legal tender laws may have served to remove confusion over the relative 

valuation of a colony's paper money emissions that overlapped and were circulating 
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concurrently.  

 Colonial assemblies did not set out intentionally to defraud people or traders with paper 

money and legal tender laws. It was how judges and courts interpreted legal tender laws and the 

par exchange rates to sterling embedded in them when applying such laws to breach-of-contract 

cases that could lead potentially to creditors being defrauded. It was this potential problem that 

led the British to enact the 1751 and 1764 Currency Acts, and led the founding fathers in the U.S. 

Constitution to ban states from making paper monies a legal tender (Grubb 2006; U.S. 

Constitution, Article 1, Section 10).  

Conclusions 

 In February 1767, Benjamin Franklin opined, in a paper presented to one of the British 

Ministries, “On the whole no Method has been found to give any Degree of fixed, steady, 

uniform Value to Bills of Credit in America, but the making them a legal Tender in all Payments, 

and keeping the Quantity within reasonable Bounds.” (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, p. 36). Keeping the 

quantity of inside money within reasonable bounds was a requirement of any inside money for 

maintaining its value. Such a position was held by Franklin, and most others, throughout this era. 

The position Franklin stated in 1767 on the necessity of legal tender laws is easy to misinterpret. 

Franklin, both before and after this 1767 statement, did not believe that legal tender laws really 

supported the value of paper money (see the quotes above). They only served a secondary role in 

making bills of credit an easy medium of exchange. In addition, Franklin, both before and after 

this 1767 statement, thought that if bills of credit paid an annual interest comparable to the 

annual discount rate in the marketplace at a frequency equal to their transaction frequency, then 

bills redeemed for tax payments in the future would trade at face or par value concurrently and 

so function as a reasonable medium of exchange within a colony for local transactions (see the 
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quotes above).  

 With independence, British restrictions on bank corporations were removed and a shift 

toward inside paper money being banknotes fractionally backed by specie reserves (outside 

money), with banknotes exchangeable for specie at face value on demand at the issuing bank, 

replaced these colonial-type inside money systems. The ban on legislative-issued paper money in 

the new U.S. Constitution, adopted by Congress in 1789, sealed this transition. 

Part II (work still in progress) will analyze the last and second most ubiquitous method 

used by colonial governments to anchor their bills of credit to a real value in the economy, 

namely the linking of paper money emissions to land-backed mortgage loans to subjects within 

the polity.
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Appendix Table 1 U.S. and Colonial Paper Money, 1690-1775: The Actual Features Stated on the Bills 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

              Annual    Issuance-to-     Information Printed on the Bills: 
  Issuance                 Interest    Final Retirement     Re-  Redeemable or valued in: 

   Year       Nominal        Rate       or Redemption         Emis-   demp-  In- "stock" in the treasury, 
Colony/   Month       Amount         Paid       Interval   Legal       sion      tion       terest sterling bills of exchange, 
State   Day       Authorized     (%)       (Years)     Tender?   Date     Date      Rate specie, lawful money, ... 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
U.S. Continental Dollar (issued by the Continental Congress) 
    1775 
June 22—July 29    $3,000,000  0.0   7.34a     noa      yes        no    no specie 
 Dec.  26    $3,000,000  0.0 10.93a     noa      yes        no    no specie 
 
New England Colonies/States 
 
Massachusetts 
    1690 Dec.  10             7,000£  0.0   -----   yesb      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1691 Feb.    3           42,000£  5.0c   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1702 Nov. 21           10,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1708 Nov. 21           40,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1710 May 31           35,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1711 July    6           40,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1713 Oct.  14           10,000£  0.0   -----   yes     -----     -----   ----- ----- 
   (1714-1740)         958,477£*  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1737 Feb.    4          36,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
 July    7            2,625£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no specie 
    1741 Jan.  15          30,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1742 July    1          15,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1743 Jan.  12          12,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
 Nov. 12          12,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
   (1744-1750)        666,837£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1750 Jan.  27            3,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) lawful money 
[1751 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied only to New England] 
   (1751-1774)                        0 
 [Revolution Starts] 
    1775 May  25          25,998£        6.0   1.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
 July    8            3,748£        6.0   0.88      no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
 Aug  18        100,000£        0.0   3.00    yes      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 Dec.   7          75,000£  0.0   6.00    yes      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 
Connecticut  
    1709 July  12           24,000£  5.0c   0.00     no      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1709 July  12           10,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1713 May           20,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1713 May           10,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1724 Dec.    1              2,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1728 Oct.                    4,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1733 July   10           30,000£*  0.0   7.79    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1740 May    8           30,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1740 July     8           10,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1744 May  10              4,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1744 Oct.   11           15,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1745 Mar.  14           40,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
    1746 May    8              3,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
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    1746 May    8           55,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes    no    no (valued in) specie 
[1751 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied only to New England] 
    1755 Jan.     8             7,500£  5.0   3.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1755 Mar.  13           12,500£  5.0   4.17     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1755 Aug.  27           30,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1755 Oct.     9           12,000£  5.0   4.50     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1758 Mar.    8           30,000£  5.0   4.17     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1759 Feb.     7           20,000£  5.0   4.25     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1759 Mar.    8           40,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1759 May   10           20,000£  5.0   4.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1760 Mar.   13          70,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1761 Mar.   26          45,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1762 Mar.     4          65,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1763 Mar.   12          10,000£  5.0   2.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1764 Mar.     8            7,000£  5.0   3.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1770 May   10          10,000£  2.5   2.00     no      yes   yes yes lawful money 
    1771 Oct.   10           12,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes   yes   no lawful money 
    1773 June     1          12,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes   yes   no lawful money 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Jan.     2           12,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 May  10           50,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 June    1           50,000£  0.0   3.00     no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 July     1           50,000£  0.0   4.50     no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
  
New Hampshire 
    1709 Dec.    6              8,000£  5.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1710 Dec.    2              2,500£  5.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1711 May  14              1,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1711 Oct.   10              2,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1712 Oct.   15                 500£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1714 May  14              1,200£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1717 May  20             15,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1722               4,800£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    (1724-1729)              9,700£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1737 Apr.    1              7,900£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1740 Aug.   7              2,700£  0.0   0.00     no      yes     no    no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1742 Apr.    3               6,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes     no    no (valued in) specie 
    1743 June    2             25,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes     no    no (valued in) specie 
    1745 Feb.  16             87,000£  0.0   0.00    yes      yes     no    no (valued in) specie 
[1751 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied only to New England] 
    1755 Apr.   3             30,000£  1.0   0.00     no      yes     no  yes (valued in) specie 
    1756 Jan.    1             15,000£  1.0   0.00     no      yes     no  yes (valued in) specie 
    1756 June   1             70,500£  1.0   0.00     no      yes     no  yes (valued in) specie 
    1759              13,000£  2.5   0.00     no      yes     no  yes Sterling bills of exchange 
    1760 Mar.   1               8,000£  2.5   4.75     no      yes   yes  yes Sterling bills of exchange 
    1761 Jan.    1               7,000£  2.5   5.00     no      yes   yes  yes Sterling bills of exchange 
    1761 May   1             12,000£  2.5   4.67     no      yes   yes  yes Sterling bills of exchange 
    1762 Jan.    1               8,000£  2.5   5.00     no      yes   yes  yes specie 
    1762 July    1             10,000£  2.5   5.00     no      yes   yes  yes specie 
    1763 Jan.    1             10,000£  2.5   5.00     no      yes   yes  yes specie 
 [Revolution Starts] 
    1775 June 20            10,050£  6.0   3.50d     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
 July  25              2,000£  0.0   4.41     no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 Aug. 24              8,000£  6.0   3.32d      no      yes       yes    no lawful money 
 Nov.   3            20,000£  0.0   7.08a     no      yes      yes    no lawful money 
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Rhode Island 
    1710 Aug. 16            13,300£  0.0   5.00    yes      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1715 July    5            40,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1721             40,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1724               2,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1728             49,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1731             60,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1733           104,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1738           100,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no any "stock" in the treasury 
    1740 Dec.   2            24,000£*  0.0   0.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1743 Feb.  14            40,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1744               8,750£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1745               8,750£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1746             11,250£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1746-7 Feb. 17            15,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1747               7,500£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1750 Mar. 18            50,000£*  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
[1751 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied only to New England] 
    1755             60,000£  0.0   0.00     no      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1756 Feb. 27              8,000£  0.0   1.00     no      yes       yes     no lawful money 
    1756 Aug.               6,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes       yes     no lawful money 
    1758 May   8            10,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1758 Dec. 23            10,909£  6.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1759 Mar. 15            12,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1759 Apr.   4              4,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1759 June 23              4,000£  5.0   3.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1760 Mar. 10            16,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1760 May 12            11,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1762 Mar. 20              5,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1762 Apr. 10              2,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1762 May   8              2,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1762 Nov.   1              4,000£  5.0   5.00     no      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
    1766 Mar.   1              1,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes       yes     no lawful money 
    1767 Feb. 28               2,000£  0.0   2.00     no      yes       yes     no lawful money 
[Revolution Starts]  
    1775 May   3            20,000£  2.5   5.00e    yes        yes      yes   yes lawful money 
 June 16            10,000£  2.5   5.00e    yes      yes      yes   yes lawful money 
 June 29            10,000£  2.5   5.00e    yes      yes       yes   yes lawful money 
 Nov.  6            20,000£  0.0   5.00    yes      yes      yes    no lawful money 
  
Middle Colonies/States 
 
New York 
    1709 May 31              5,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1709 Nov.   1              8,000£  2.5   -----     no      yes         no   yes any "fund" in the treasury 
    1711 July  20            10,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1714 July    1            27,680£  0.0 43.33f    yes      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1715 July    5              1,200£  0.0   9.00     no      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1717 Nov. 28            16,607£  0.0 40.08     no      yes        no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1720 Nov. 10              2,000£  0.0 18.17     no      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1723 July    2              2,140£  0.0   3.00     no      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1724 July  10             6,630£  0.0 15.50    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1734 Nov. 15            12,000£  0.0 11.67    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1737 Dec. 10            48,350£*  0.0 30.67    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
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    1746 May 10            13,000£  0.0   2.67    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1746 July  21            40,000£  0.0 10.50    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1747 Nov. 25            28,000£  0.0   9.00    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1755 Mar. 25            45,000£  0.0   6.67    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1755 May 12            10,000£  0.0   7.50    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1755 Sept.15              8,000£  0.0   6.25    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1756 Feb. 16            10,000£  0.0   5.75    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1756 Apr. 20            52,000£  0.0 10.58    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1758 Apr. 15          100,000£  0.0 10.58    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1759 Apr.   2          100,000£  0.0   -----    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
    1760 Apr. 21            60,000£  0.0   -----    yes      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies] 
    1771 Feb. 16          120,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no  its self (?) 
 [Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Sept.  2       $112,500  0.0   1.42g    yes            yes     no    no specie  
 
New Jersey 
    1709 July    1              3,000£  0.0   2.17    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1711 July  14              5,000£  0.0   5.75    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1717 Jan.  17              4,670£  0.0   1.83    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1724 Mar. 25            40,000£*  0.0 12.25    yes      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1733 Mar. 25            20,000£*  0.0 16.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1737 Mar. 25            40,000£*  0.0 16.50    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1746 July    2            10,000£  0.0 16.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1755 May 15            15,000£  0.0   5.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1755 Sept. 15            15,000£  0.0   6.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1756 Jan.  15            10,000£  0.0   6.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1756 June 22            17,500£  0.0   5.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1757 Apr. 12            10,000£  0.0   5.50    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1757 June 14              5,000£  0.0   5.42    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1757 Nov. 20            30,000£  0.0 16.42    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1758 May    1            50,000£  0.0 21.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1758 Oct.  20            10,000£  0.0   6.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1759 Apr. 10            50,000£  0.0   9.08    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1760 Apr. 12            45,000£  0.0 14.04    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1760 Apr. 23            25,000£  0.0 18.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1762 Apr.   8            30,000£  0.0 19.04    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1763 Dec. 31            10,000£  0.0 19.00    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
    1764 Apr. 16            25,000£  0.0 19.71    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) specie 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies] 
    (1765-1774)                    0 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Jan.-Dec.                  0 
 
Pennsylvania 
    1723 Apr.    2            15,000£*  0.0   8.33   yes      yes         no     no any "fund" in the treasury 
    1724 Jan.   17            30,000£*  0.0   8.08   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1729 Sept. 15            30,000£*  0.0 16.00   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1731 Apr.  10            85,000£*  0.0   -----   yes        -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1739 Aug. 10           80,000£*  0.0   -----   yes      yes     no     no (valued in) current money 
    1756 Jan.     1            55,000£  0.0   4.00   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1756 Oct.    1            30,000£  0.0 10.00   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1757 Mar. 10            45,000£  0.0   4.00   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1757 July    1            55,000£  0.0   3.58   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1758 May 20          100,000£  0.0   5.75   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1759 Apr.  25          100,000£  0.0   7.83   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
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    1760 May    1          100,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1764 June 18            55,000£  0.0   8.25   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies] 
    1767 June 15            20,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no its self 
    1769 Mar.   1            16,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no its self 
    1769 Mar. 10            14,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no its self 
    1771 Mar. 20            15,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no its self 
    1772 Apr.    3            25,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no ----- 
    1773 Mar. 20            12,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no ----- 
    1773 Oct.    1          150,000£*  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no ----- 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Mar. 25              6,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 Apr. 10           25,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 July 20           35,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 Oct. 25           22,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 Dec.  8           80,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 
Delaware  
    1723 Apr.  23              5,000£*  0.0   8.00     no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1723 Nov.   2              6,000£*  0.0   8.00     no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1729             12,000£*  0.0 16.00     no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1734 Mar.   1            12,000£  0.0   -----    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1746 Feb. 28            20,000£*  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1753 Jan.    1              3,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1756 May   1              2,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1758 Mar.   1              4,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1758 May   1              8,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1759 June   1            27,000£*  0.0   -----    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1760 May 31              4,000£  0.0   1.42     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies] 
    (1765-1774)                        0 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Jan.-Dec.1775           0 
 
Chesapeake Colonies/States 
 
Maryland 
    1733 Mar. 13            90,000£*  0.0 31.00h    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1740 June   2             5,000£  0.0   -----     no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1756 July  14            30,000£  0.0   -----    yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies]  
    1767 Jan.    1        $173,733  0.0  11.00     no      yes         no     no sterling bills of exchangei 
    1770 Mar.   1        $318,000*  0.0  12.00     no      yes         no     no sterling bills of exchangei 
    1774 Apr.  10        $346,667*  0.0  12.00     no      yes         no     no sterling bills of exchangei 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 July 26        $266,667  0.0 10.43     no      yes    no    no specie 
 Dec.   7        $535,111  0.0 10.07     no      yes    no    no specie 
 
Virginia 
    1755 June              20,000£  5.0   1.00    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1755 Dec. 11            40,000£  5.0   4.58    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1756 Mar.             10,000£  5.0   1.75    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1756 Mar.             55,000£  5.0   4.33    yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1757 June   8            80,000£  0.0 12.33   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1758 Apr. 12            32,000£  0.0 11.50   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
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    1758 Oct. 12            57,000£  0.0 11.00   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1759 Apr.   5            52,000£  0.0 10.50   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1759 Nov. 21            10,000£  0.0   9.92   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1760 Mar.  11           20,000£  0.0   9.58   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1760 May 24           32,000£  0.0   9.42   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1762 Apr.   7           30,000£  0.0   7.50   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies]  
    1769 Nov.  7           10,000£  0.0   2.00    no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1771 July 11             30,000£  0.0   4.42    no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1773 Mar.  4           36,384£  0.0   2.75    no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
 [Revolution Starts] 
    1775 July 17         350,000£  0.0   8.48    no      yes        no    no (valued in) current money 
 
Southern Colonies/States 
 
North Carolina 
    1712                 4,000£  yes?   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1713                 8,000£  yes?   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1715               24,000£  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1722 Oct.  19           12,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1729 Nov. 27           40,000£*  0.0   -----    no      yes         no     no (valued in) current money 
    1735 Mar.   1           12,500£  0.0   -----    no      yes         no     no lawful money 
    1748 Apr.   4           21,350£  0.0   -----    no      yes         no     no proclamation  money 
    1754 Mar.   9           40,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes         no     no proclamation  money 
    1756 Sept. 13             3,400£  6.0   1.17    no      yes       yes   yes proclamation  money 
    1757 May 28             5,306£  6.0   1.33    no      yes       yes   yes proclamation  money 
    1757 Nov. 21             9,500£  6.0   1.00    no      yes       yes   yes proclamation  money 
    1758 May   4             7,000£  6.0   1.58   yes      yes       yes   yes proclamation  money 
    1758 Dec. 22             4,000£  6.0   2.50   yes      yes       yes   yes proclamation  money 
    1760 July 14           12,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes         no     no proclamation  money 
    1761 Apr. 23           20,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes         no     no proclamation  money 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies]  
    1768 Dec.  5           20,000£  0.0   3.50    no      yes       yes     no proclamation  money 
    1771 Dec.            60,000£  0.0   -----    no      yes         no     no proclamation  money 
 [Revolution Starts] 
    1775 Aug. 21         125,000£  0.0   -----    no      yes    no    no specie 
 
South Carolina 
    1703 May  8             6,000£  yes?   3.00   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1705 July   5             8,000£  yes?   9.00   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1708 Feb. 14             3,000£  0.0   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1708 Apr. 24             5,000£  0.0   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1711 Mar.   1             2,000£  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1711 Nov.10             4,000£  0.0   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1712 June   7           36,000£*  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1715 Aug. 27           30,000£  0.0   -----   yes       yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
    1716 Mar. 24             5,000£  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1716 June 30           15,000£  0.0   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1716 Aug.  4           15,000£  0.0   -----    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1719 Feb. 20           15,000£  yes?   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1720 June 18           19,000£  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1723 Feb.  23           40,000£  0.0   -----   yes      yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
    1731 Aug. 20          104,775£  5.0   6.67   yes      yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
    1737 Mar.   5            35,010£  0.0   5.00   yes      yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
    1740 Apr.   5            25,000£  0.0   4.00   yes      yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
    1740 Sept. 19            11,508£  0.0   4.00   yes      yes       no    no (valued in) current money 
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    1757 July    6          229,300£  0.0   8.92    no      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
    1760 July 31          316,693£  0.0   5.33    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1760 Aug. 20          125,000£  0.0   6.25   yes      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1762 May 29              6,000£  0.0   -----   yes      -----     -----   ----- ----- 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies]  
    1767 Apr. 18            60,000£  0.0   5.42   yes      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1770 Apr.   7            70,000£  0.0   5.00    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 June   1      1,000,000£  0.0   -----   no      yes    no    no (valued in) current money 
 Nov. 15         120,000£  0.0   -----   no      yes        no    no (valued in) current money 
 
Georgia 
    1755 Feb. 17              7,000£*  0.0   7.83   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) sterling 
    1760 May  1              1,100£  0.0   3.42   yes      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling 
    1762 Feb. 17              3,010£  0.0   -----   yes      yes    no    no (valued in) sterling 
    1762 Mar. 25                 540£  0.0   5.00    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling 
[1764 Currency Act of the British Parliament Which Applied to the Non-New England North American Colonies]  
    1765 July   8                 650£  0.0   3.21    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling 
    1766 Mar.  6              1,815£  0.0   5.00    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling 
    1768 Apr. 11              3,375£  0.0   3.08    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1768 Dec. 24            93,046£  0.0   2.33    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1768 Dec. 24               2,200£  0.0   3.33    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling 
    1770 May 10            23,355£  0.0   1.00    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1773 Sept.29               4,299£  0.0   3.00    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) current money 
    1774 Mar. 12                  800£  0.0   3.75    no      yes   yes    no (valued in) sterling  
[Revolution Starts] 
    1775 July  12            10,000£  0.0 3 year's    no      yes   yes    no specie 
     post-war 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Sources: Derived and compiled from Journals of the Continental Congress (v. 2, pp. 221-3; v. 3, pp. 457-9); 
Newman (2008); Statutes at Large of Pennsylvania (v. 3, pp. 324-8, 389-407; v. 4, pp. 98-116, 197-208, 344-59).    
 
Notes: The comprehensiveness of the information indicators in each column is contingent on the comprehensiveness 
of the underlying sources used, a comprehensiveness that I am not yet absolutely sure, particularly regarding the 
legal tender and land-backed mortgage loan indicators. The nominal amount actually emitted could be less than the 
nominal amount authorized. Only paper monies issued by political legislative bodies are considered. Paper monies 
issued by private individuals or groups are not included. Bills issued explicitly to replace existing bill that were too 
torn or ragged to continue in circulation or were under threat of being counterfeited or were to merely replace 
wholesale existing bills are excluded. £ refers to the pounds of each colony, respectively, e.g. Pennsylvania pounds 
for Pennsylvania, New York pounds for New York, and so on. Lawful money, also called proclamation money, (in 
New England) meant colonial currency valued at the official par of £133.33 colonial currency per £100.00 pounds 
sterling (McCusker, 1978, pp. 121, 126, 136, 176). The rate could differ in other colonies. Lawful money was a unit-
of-account rating. To receive “lawful money” from a colony’s treasury did not mean one received specie. One could 
still be paid paper money or its equivalent by the treasury. Payments in “lawful money” when rendered in paper 
money only meant that the paper money was legally rated as equivalent to specie at the proclamation rate set in 
colonial law. Its value when used as an actual medium of exchange could deviate from this rate. “Current money” 
meant money as defined by a colony’s legal tender acts. It typically referred to a colony’s paper money. The 
"Issuance-to-Retirement or Redemption Interval" counts either the years over which these bills could be used to pay 
the taxes or repay the mortgage-loans of the issuing colony, or how many years into the future before the bills could 
be exchanged for their face value in specie or sterling bills of exchange, where applicable, by the respective colonial 
authority. When there was no “issue to redemption or retirement interval” stated (indicated by dashes in the table) 
means that the bills were only accepted by the issuing colonial/state government in payment for contemporaneous 
tax and mortgage payments owed to that colonial/state government over some unspecified or currently unknown 
period. "Legal tender" refers to colonial laws that made the notes legal tender for all transactions within the colony, 
both public and private. Whether an issue was designated a legal tender was taken from the sources cited and from 
the language printed on the notes. The interest rate reported does not include the interest charged by the colony on 
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bills of credit issued as land-mortgage loans to subjects, nor does the redemption or retirement interval include the 
length of the land-mortgage loans made by the colony using their bills of credit. In some cases an emission was not 
listed as a legal tender, but then later was forcibly exchanged by law for a new emission that was designated a legal 
tender. In these cases, the prior emission was listed in the table to be a legal tender. 
 
* Some amounts of these issuances were emitted as loans to subjects who pledged their lands as collateral. The 
annual interest rate charged by these colonies for these mortgage loans and the length of the mortgage or time-
interval of repayment ranged from 4 to 10% and from 5 to 16 years, respectively. A typical loan was at a 5% annual 
interest rate for 12 years. 
 
a A fixed contiguous four-year redemption structure was used with one-fourth redeemed in each year. The number 
reported is when the last one-fourth of this emission was to be redeemed. On January 14, 1777, Congress asked the 
states to make Continental Dollars a legal tender in their respective states, which the state did shortly thereafter. On 
March 20, 1780, Congress asked the states to remove the legal tender status of the Continental Dollar in their 
respective states, which the state did shortly thereafter (Journals of the Continental Congress v. 7, pp. 35-7; v. 16, p. 
269). 
 
b The act passed on Dec. 15, 1692 by the Massachusetts assembly gave all Massachusetts bills legal tender status 
within the colony (Newman 2008, p. 185). It is assumed that this act held for all subsequent emissions by 
Massachusetts through 1750. The 1751 Currency Act passed by the British Parliament prohibited colonial 
assemblies in New England from thereafter making their bills a legal tender. 
 
c This was not an interest rate paid directly, but a percentage premium granted when paying taxes using the bills of 
credit issued. It functioned as a de facto interest rate paid and so is counted as such.  
 
d A fixed contiguous three-year redemption structure was used with one-third redeemed in each year. The number 
reported is when the last third of this emission was to be redeemed. 
 
e The bills specified either a two-year redemption interval or a five-year redemption interval. The longer interval is 
reported here. 
 
f When redemption dates were extended by subsequent legislation, that new end date was used.  
 
g One-half was redeemable in 0.42 years and one-half was redeemable in 1.42 years. The longer interval is reported 
here. These two due dates were subsequently extended for one year. 
 
h One-third was to be redeemed in 15 years and the remaining two-thirds in 31 years. The number reported here is 
when the last was to be redeemed. The Maryland law required that the Maryland government redeem the bills in 
specie at one Maryland pounds to 0.75 pound sterling at the designed redemption dates. 
 
i Maryland invested proceeds from an export tax on tobacco in Bank of England stock which was then used to 
support redeeming its bills of credit (paper money) on demand in London in either sterling bills of exchange or 
specie. Note that redemption took place only in London. 
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1 Franklin continued with "but the making them a legal Tender in all Payments, and keeping the 
Quantity within reasonable Bounds." (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 33-6). However, Franklin, as will 
be shown below, argued elsewhere that legal tender laws could not effectively maintain the value 
of a paper money. He was, however, under instruction from the Pennsylvania Assembly as its 
representation to the British government to so argue for the necessity of a legal tender law in the 
tract cited.  
 
2 The first joint-stock specie-based bank chartered in America was the Bank of North America 
chartered by Congress and by various states in 1781, four years after declaring independence and 
three years before the Treaty of Paris recognized U.S. independence.  
 
3 See Benjamin Franklin's description written in February of 1767 (Labaree, 1970, v. 14, pp. 33-
4). 
   
4 At this level of modeling abstraction, typical in economics, money (M) is simply assumed to 
exist and all transactions of Y are assumed to be in M. In other words, a fully monetized 
economy is assumed. Another way to put this is that economic models implicitly assume that the 
transactions opportunity cost of M is infinite (or very very large). The transactions cost of 
executing an exchange in Y using the next best alternative to M is so high that it will not exist 
and so no trades in Y that are not monetized in M will be observed. Such assumptions may make 
sense when the goal is the ease in modeling tractability or applications to economies in the 
modern age. The non-applicability of this assumption, however, is at the heart of comprehending 
initial money creation in colonial American economies. As such, money per se cannot simply be 
assumed when modeling M in this colonial world and the purposes behind the initial creations of 
fiat monies may matter in determining what money is or can be in the first place.       
  
5 The maximum amount of bills of credit per white capita in these initial emissions for 
Pennsylvania was approximately 1.2 Pennsylvania pounds in 1724 and 2.3 Pennsylvania pounds 
in 1731. For Virginia this number was approximately 2.0 Virginia pounds for 1760. At their 
maximums, these amounts of bills of credit per white capita would represent only about 4% to 
7.5% of the estimated yearly income of poor laborers in Philadelphia, derived from Table 1 
(Appendix); Carter, et al. (2006, v. 5, pp. 652); Grubb (2011a, pp. 260-61). As such, unless 
wildly high velocities of circulation are posited, these amounts of bills of credit seem insufficient 
to transact all the internal trade within these colonies. Most transactions must have involved 
some exchange method other than using bills of credit.   
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6 For recent discussions of the quantity theory of money with respect to money as an asset and 
efforts to apply such models to colonial America, see Grubb (2004, 2012a); Laidler (1987); 
McCallum (1992); Sargent and Wallace (1981); Smith (1985a, 1985b, 1988); West (1978); and 
Wicker (1985). 
  
7 A more sophisticated version would have ΔMp = -ΔφEB where φ is some continuous 
transitional function representing an implicit exchange rate between Mp and EB, not necessarily 
linear, with φ between 1 ≥ φ ≥ 0. Most likely, φ would start out near 1 and then decline toward 
zero, not necessarily linearly, as the proportion of monetized exchange neared 100%. In other 
words, Mp would have some excess utility value or positive transactions opportunity cost 
advantage as a medium of exchange over EB before reaching the γ threshold, but not enough to 
displace EB in all trades under all circumstances. As such, the present value curves displayed 
below in Figure 3 would rotate up toward par by some amount determined by the φ function. 
Certainly at times contemporary writers did talk in terms of some continuum of displacement of 
Mp and EB, see for example Benjamin Franklin, A Modest Enquiry into the Nature and 
Necessity of a Paper-Currency, written in 1729 (Labaree, 1959, v. 1, pp. 148-9). This is also 
behind the assertion by some contemporary writers and some current scholars that ΔMp could 
ΔY rather than ΔP in terms of efficiency gains in trade. The claim being that, within a given 
colony, a continuous displacement of EB by ΔMp would induce ΔY rather than ΔP, i.e. produce 
real economic growth. Given that long-run economic growth (growth in output per year per 
capita) in the colonies was around 0.5%, it is hard to see much room for this effect considering 
that the monetization transition in this era was from no Mp to a lot of Mp, see Table 1 
(Appendix); Grubb (2004, pp. 351-56).   
 
8 In addition, it will be assumed that fiscal disruptions via tax changes to accommodate money 
creation are small enough and handled credibly enough to not alter the %ΔY in the quantity 
theory of money, see equation (2). To the extent that colonial legislatures would not accept EB in 
place of either Mp or Ms for paying taxes and governmental fees, Mp would have some excess 
utility value or positive transactions opportunity cost as a media of exchange in the local 
economy (Smith, 1937, p. 312). However, given that tax payments were under a few percentage 
points of colonial income (Rabushka, 2008), this effect was small and so will be ignored here in 
the modeling process.  
 
9 Homer and Sylla (1991, pp. 274-313); Journals of the Continental Congress (v. 6, p. 1037; v. 7, 
pp. 102-3, 158; v. 9, p. 955; v. 14, pp. 717, 783; v. 16, pp. 264-5; v. 17, p. 568); Pennsylvania 
Gazette (30 April; 21 and 28 May; 25 June; 2, 16, and 23 July 1777). 
 
10 The exchange rates evidence reported by McCusker (1978) and used below in Figure 9 records 
the average of the exchange rates for particular paper monies as found in merchant account 
books. Some variation existed around the averages reported. Whether that variation was 
systematically related to the specific dates on bills is unknown. But variation did exist in the 
valuation of the bills of credit that were currently outstanding at a given point in time.   
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11 Ernst (1973, p. 88) reports that in the debates over regulating colonial bills of credit leading to 
the Currency Act of 1764, Glasgow merchants requested that all colonial bills of credit be 
required to pay 5% interest. However, this request was not adopted into the Currency Act.   
 
12 Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations also noted the absence of annual interest paid by 
colonial government on their bills of credit (Smith, 1937, p. 310). Jeremy Bentham proposed 
sophisticated interest-bearing paper money regimes (circulating annuities) for England in 1795 
and 1800, see Stark (1952, vol. 2, pp. 150-300). 
 
13 For example, the text printed on Connecticut bills of credit issued between 1755 and 1770 (see 
Appendix Table 1) said, using the text from a 40 shilling bill issued on 26 March 1761, "The 
possessor of this bill, shall be paid by the Treasurer of the Colony of Connecticut, Forty Shillings 
Lawful Money, with Interest at Five per Cent, per Annum, by the 26th Day of March, 1766." 
This language indicates that the annual interest would be accrued and paid in a lump sum at the 
end of the redemption period, namely five years of interest accumulated from 1761 to 1766 all 
paid in a lump sum in 1766 (Newman, 2008, p. 103-108). 
 
14 The exchange rates for Maryland's bills of credit are treated below in the "The Sinking Fund 
Mechanism" section in Figure 10. 
 
15 In March of 1767, Franklin explains this "poor" performance of Virginia's paper money in 
these years as due to the effects of war and the disruption war had on the tobacco export market 
(Labaree, 1970, v. 14, p. 80). 
 
16 The exceptions were the export tax on tobacco and certain taxes collected by the proprietor, 
Lord Baltimore, which had to be paid in sterling, and the ecclesiastical tax which had to be paid 
in tobacco.  
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